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PREFACE
WHAT ARE MAVEN TEAM AND MAVEN SOLO?
In Maven, you will manage the startup of a business that sells two products — Product 1 and Product 2.
The products are sold to retailers who, in turn, sell to the general public. To operate your company, you
must make a number of marketing decisions, including the prices you charge for your products, the level
of quality you build into them, and how you will promote them. You will also be required to make some
non-marketing decisions such as how many units you want produced and how much money you wish to
borrow.
There are two versions of the Maven program, Maven Team and Maven Solo. In Maven Team your company
will compete against a set of companies that are managed by other “live” participants. In Maven Team, the
administrator will collect the decisions that you and your competitors make and will use the computer to
process those decisions. After processing, each company in your industry will make a new set of decisions
based on the results of those just processed. Each decision-round represents three months of operations (i.e.,
one quarter of a year). Your administrator will determine how many decision rounds you will play. Chapter
1 will explain this process in greater detail.
Maven Solo is the play-alone version of the Maven program. The solo version places you in competition
against companies managed by the computer rather than against companies operated by human participants.
The computer uses logic developed by us to manage these companies. While your competitors will act
rationally, they are not all-knowing, perfect competitors. With practice, you can successfully compete
against these companies. In Maven Solo you process the decisions for the companies. The results that you
achieve will depend upon how your decisions compare with those made by the computer for your
competitors.
Using Maven Team and Maven Solo, you will:
• Develop skills in planning and operating a small business.
• Make decisions in the areas of:
1. Marketing, including market research and sales forecasts.
2. Finance (short-term loans).
3. Production scheduling and inventory control.
• Have the opportunity to test “what-if” questions by entering a sales estimate and seeing the results
your decisions would achieve given this level of sales.
• See the results of your decisions and have an opportunity to correct mistakes in the following
quarters of operation.
WHAT ARE THE COMPUTER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS?
In order to use the Maven web programs, you will need a computer with one of the following browsers that
is connected to the internet: Chrome, Firefox, or Internet Explorer version 8.0 (or higher). Students have
reported success using Safari with Macs and iPads, but we don’t support it.
If you experience difficulty opening the program, you may have to turn off any “pop-up” blockers and
configure your browser to accept cookies. If you need assistance with this, initiate a search for “How to
enable cookies” on Google for your particular browser.
Finally, although optional, we advise that you use a printer so that you can generate printouts of your
quarterly results.
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HOW DO MAVEN TEAM AND MAVEN SOLO WORK?
You work on a personal computer, entering your decisions into the Marketing and Marketing Research
decision panels. You can review previous quarters’ decisions and results either on the screen or on printouts
as you work.
When your decisions for a quarter of Maven Team and Maven Solo operations are finalized, the decisions
are processed either by a program administrator (for Maven Team) or by you (for Maven Solo). The Maven
Team and Maven Solo programs then will determine the number of units sold for each company and will
generate a series of operations, marketing, and financial reports for your company. The programs also will
rank the companies according to their performance on sales revenues, net income, return on sales, and
accuracy in forecasting sales.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Our families deserve thanks for their patience, as we took time from them to work on this project. To Cathy,
Ellen, Anne, Erin, Leonie, and Kelly — Thanks.
P.H.A.
J.A.K.
L.L.
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW
WHAT IS MAVEN: A MARKETING SIMULATION?
Maven: A Marketing Simulation is a computer-based model that simulates the marketing management
operations of a small company. You or your team will make the decisions necessary to run that company.
Chapter 2 describes your company and the products it sells. We designed Maven to help you improve your
skills in managing the marketing operations of an enterprise. The simulation will allow you to demonstrate
your understanding of marketing concepts in a competitive, but safe environment. Working with this
simulation is challenging, yet manageable. We hope it will bring to life the topics you study in your
marketing classes or read about in a marketing textbook, so that you can better see and understand the issues
involved in formulating and implementing a marketing strategy. Actually, testing your ideas in a
competitive environment is one of the best ways to learn about the field of marketing. Marketing managers
are inherently action oriented. Maven provides you with the chance to put what you have learned into action.
There actually are two versions of Maven: Maven Solo and Maven Team. In Maven Team, you manage a
company that competes against companies run by other live participants. Each participant-run company
operates in the same marketplace and competes directly with other participant-run companies. In Maven
Team, the administrator uses the computer for processing decisions after all participants have entered their
decisions.
Maven Solo is a play-alone version of Maven: A Marketing Simulation. Rather than vying with other
participant-run companies, you compete against semi-intelligent companies managed by the computer.
While these computer-run companies act rationally, they are not all-knowing, perfect competitors.
Your assignment is to manage the operations of your company, acting as the marketing executive
responsible for making decisions about the marketing aspects of the business. The decisions you make
include financing the costs of the marketing and production operations, and the purchase of competitive
information. Practicing with Maven Team or Maven Solo will sharpen your managerial skills.
You will compete against other companies selling similar products in your industry’s marketplace. The
computer will process your decisions and those of the other companies and provide reports regarding how
well each company performed. The Maven software uses the decisions you and your competitors make to
determine how many units each company sells during a three-month period (i.e., quarter) and to provide
operations, marketing, and financial reports for your company. You will manage your company for several
quarters, analyzing the results of each quarter to help you make decisions for the next quarter’s operations.
A discussion follows explaining how the Maven simulation works.
HOW THE MAVEN SIMULATION WORKS
The Maven program contains mathematical formulas and sets of rules. These formulas and rules allow the
program to simulate, or imitate, the results that a business decision would have in the real world. So, for
example, the Maven program can determine how a company’s sales would be affected by the price set for
a product when compared with the prices of competitive products.
You will make decisions regarding the marketing of two products in three sales territories for each period
of operation that you manage your Maven company. Each period of operation represents one quarter (i.e.,
three months) of a calendar year. You begin managing Maven operations in Quarter 1 (January – March)
and can continue to make decisions through succeeding quarters. Just as if you were managing an actual
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business enterprise, your goal is to manage your Maven company as efficiently and effectively as possible.
As you progress through each quarter of operation, you should work to improve your performance by
analyzing your results, identifying your mistakes, and modifying your decisions to eliminate those mistakes.
MAVEN’S THREE STAGES IN A DECISION-ROUND
There are three stages involved in working with the Maven simulation. They are (1) the Forecasting Stage,
(2) the Processing Stage, and (3) the Results Stage. In the Forecasting Stage, you enter decisions to test
“what if” assumptions and then modify those decisions until you arrive at a set of decisions you think are
acceptable. In the Processing Stage, the program assesses the decisions of all competitors to determine
market share allocations for each company and the consequent profitability of each company. (In Maven
Team, other participant-run teams supply competitors’ decisions while in Maven Solo the computer
generates competitors’ decisions.) In the Results Stage you analyze the results of your processed decisions,
looking at your company’s reports to evaluate your actual performance versus what you anticipated during
the Forecasting Stage. You then use your analysis in a new Forecasting Stage as you begin the next decision
round.
The Forecasting and Results Stages are identical for both the Maven Team and Maven Solo programs. There
are no differences between Maven Team and Maven Solo in the decisions you make or in how you enter
those decisions. Nor are there any differences in any of the reports (e.g., Income Statement) generated for
your decisions. The difference between the two versions of the simulations occurs in the Processing Stage.
This is due to the differing nature of the competitors between the two simulations. In Maven Team you
compete against companies managed by other participants in the simulation exercise. In Maven Solo you
compete against computer-managed companies. Next, we will discuss each of these stages in detail.
The Forecasting Stage
In the Forecasting Stage, you will make decisions related to (a) marketing (e.g., pricing, promotion,
features, and quality of your products), (b) manufacturing (e.g., how many units of your products to order
from a subcontractor), and (c) financing (e.g., requesting a loan to pay your bills). Because the emphasis of
this simulation is on marketing, the number of non-marketing decisions you must make is limited. For
example, your company engages in no manufacturing; everything you sell is purchased from a
subcontractor. The financing options for the company also are greatly simplified. Once you have entered
your decisions, you can look at forecasted reports for your company based on the decisions you just entered.
You can view these forecasted reports using the Marketing and Finance tabs on the Menu bar. (We explain
how to do this in Chapter 5.) After analyzing these reports, you can enter new decisions to try to improve
your forecasted results. Entering new decisions will allow you to test “what-if” assumptions and then to
modify your decisions until you obtain results that you find acceptable. You can enter new decisions as
often as you like up until the time your entries are processed. The last set of decisions that you enter and
save will be used in the Processing Stage.
The Processing Stage
When you are satisfied with the decisions you have entered, the processing of those decisions occurs and
you move to the next quarter of operation (e.g., from Quarter 1 to Quarter 2). Once your decisions for a
quarter have been processed, you can no longer alter your decisions or the results for that quarter. Your
next set of decisions will be for the next quarter of operation and will be based on the results of the quarter
of operation just completed. For example, once your Quarter 1 decisions have been processed, your next
set of decisions will be for Quarter 2 regardless of how much you would like to change what you did in
Quarter 1.
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Having to live with the decisions you have made is a part of organizational life. For example, the marketing
team for Wal-Mart may use a model to test the effect of various pricing strategies (e.g., higher price, but
fewer unit sales) on profitability for the company. They probably will test many variations in price before
settling on an alternative. However, once they make the decision on the price of a product and the
advertisement has run in the local newspaper, it is impossible to change the price (and the consequent sales
results) for that advertisement. All Wal-Mart can do is to make a pricing change in next week’s newspaper
ad. Likewise, once you choose to implement your decisions (i.e., process the quarter), you also will have
to live with the consequences of those decisions for that quarter and make adjustments in your decisions
for subsequent quarters.
As stated earlier, it is in the Processing Stage where Maven Team and Maven Solo operate differently.
Because your set of competitors differs for the two versions of the simulation, we will discuss how the
Processing Stage works for each separately. First, we will discuss how decisions for Maven Team are
processed. Then we will explain the method for processing decisions when using Maven Solo.
Maven Team Processing. In Maven Team, you usually are part of a group organized to manage your
company in competition with the other participant groups. Each group manages a separate company that
competes with the other groups in the same marketplace. You are not in competition with the computer.
The computer’s sole function is to process the decisions of the companies and to provide reports that show
the results of those decisions. There can be from 2 to 25 companies competing in the industry. In Maven
Team, the program administrator uses the computer to process decisions after collecting decisions from all
competing teams.
As stated earlier, when forecasting, you can modify the decision you enter as often as you like. It is the final
set of numbers that you entered and saved when you log off that are processed. Your administrator will use
the Maven Team Administrator program to read the decisions you and other teams have entered. Once the
decisions for a company have been read into this program, the administrator will process those decisions to
determine how each team performed in that particular quarter.
Whatever decisions you last saved at the time your program administrator does the processing are the
decisions that will be used. So, make certain you know the time when your administrator will process the
decisions for each quarter and make certain that you have completed and saved the decisions you want
prior to that time.
Once your administrator has processed a quarter, you cannot alter either your decisions or the results for
that quarter. Your next set of decisions will be for the next quarter of operation and will be based on the
results of the quarter of operation just completed. For example, once your administrator has processed the
decisions for Quarter 2, your next set of decisions will be for Quarter 3 regardless of how dissatisfied you
may be with your results for Quarter 2. When working with Maven Team, once the administrator has
processed your decisions, you must live with your results for that quarter.
Next we will explain how to process the decisions for the Maven Solo simulation. Notice how changing the
competitors from other participant-managed companies to computer-managed companies simplifies the
method of processing company decisions for a quarter of operation.
Maven Solo Processing. Maven Solo is the play-alone version of Maven. While other participant teams
are your competition in Maven Team, Maven Solo was designed so that your competition is seven semiintelligent, computer-managed companies operating in the marketplace. While your competitors will act
rationally, they are not unbeatable. Whether these computer-managed competitors are tougher competitors
than the participant-managed companies that you face in Maven Team will depend upon how sharp the
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players managing the companies in a Maven Team industry are. We designed Maven Solo so that you can
establish a competitive advantage in the industry and can outperform your computerized adversaries.
When working with Maven Solo you will always be Company 1.
Having the computer manage the companies you compete with in Maven Solo simplifies the procedure for
processing your decisions. While Maven Team requires the program administrator to collect and process
the decisions of each participating company, in Maven Solo the decisions for your competitors are made by
the computer. Consequently, whenever you have completed the decisions for your company, you can
process the decisions yourself for all the companies in the industry. Maven Solo eliminates the need for an
administrator to collect and process the decisions of the companies operating in your industry. This allows
you to play the game by yourself, at your own pace, not tied to anyone else’s schedule. In addition, if you
perform poorly against the computer competitors, you can stop playing the current setup and start a new
competition quickly and easily.
In Maven Solo, once you are satisfied with the set of decisions you have entered, you can process those
decisions and move to the next quarter (e.g., from Quarter 1 to Quarter 2). To do this, you select the “Process
Quarter” option under Industry tab of the Menu bar. Processing the industry commits you to the last set of
decisions you entered. Once you have processed a quarter, you cannot alter your decisions or the results for
that quarter. Your next set of decisions will be for the next quarter of operation and are based on the results
of the quarter of operation just completed. For example, once you have processed the decisions for Quarter
1, your next set of decisions will be for Quarter 2 even if Quarter 1 did not turn out as you had hoped.
The only exception to this is if you decide to use the Restart Industry option, under the Industry tab on the
Menu bar. Using this option erases all results for all previous quarters and returns you to your initial starting
position at the beginning of Quarter 1. It does not move you back to the preceding quarter. Selecting this
option will delete completely the current game data and you will begin again at Quarter 1 with a new setup.
When you start a new game, Maven Solo resets the environment for the companies operating in the industry
and creates a new industry-wide demand for the two products you are selling. The program also makes
some adjustments to the relative importance of the marketing variables that determine the market share
captured as a result of marketing efforts by your company and your competitors. For example, the influence
of sales promotion in determining sales may be increased or decreased somewhat. Do not select this option
unless you are ready to accept a new start up situation for Quarter 1.
The Results Stage
Once your decisions have been processed, the Maven programs will provide reports that show how well
your company performed against the competing companies. The programs will determine the sales each
company made based on their marketing efforts relative to their competitors and will provide individual
operations, marketing, and financial reports for each company.
You will use the results of the quarter just processed as the basis for your decisions for the next quarter of
operation. For example, maybe in Quarter 1 you had excessive inventory for Product 1 resulting in high
costs of carrying that inventory in Quarter 2. It would be up to you to adjust your marketing variables
(perhaps lowering your price for Product 1) in Quarter 2 to avoid repeating the problem in Quarter 3. In
other words, you will use your analysis of the results of a quarter that was just processed to guide you as
you adjust your decisions and forecasts for the next quarter of operations. So once you have processed a
quarter and analyzed the results, you will return to the Forecasting Stage and repeat the three-stage
sequence.
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HOW TO APPROACH THE SIMULATION
Management is a blend of art and science. This means that the process of managing requires using both the
facts of the situation you face and your intuition regarding how to succeed in that environment. Emphasizing
one of these at the expense of the other makes you a less effective manager. Intuitive problem-solvers make
decisions without considering all of the data available to them. They are more concerned with their “gut
feelings” than with the realities they face. Ignoring these realities almost always results in decisions that
are ineffective in resolving the problems faced. By contrast, problem-solvers who rely completely on facts
tend not to consider the aspects of a problem that cannot be easily reduced to numbers. Rarely is it possible
to quantify everything that contributes to the resolution of a problem. This approach also leaves out key
components of a problem’s solution. Maven will give you a chance to practice both kinds of managerial
thinking. Although you must work with the numbers generated in your Maven reports, you must also get a
feel for the total simulated business environment created by Maven. Learning to manage both of these
dimensions of a problem will make you a more effective manager, not only of your Maven company, but
also in subsequent business experiences.
Many college participants dislike working in a group. They feel that it is not like work in “the real world.”
In fact, groups working with a Maven Team company encounter almost exactly the same problems facing
a work group in any business organization. Managers do much of their work in a business organization in
teams. Working with a group of individuals requires learning how to manage competing individual ideas
and egos while successfully accomplishing the group’s goal, a common experience in the modern
organization. In business, as in the Maven simulation, each participant’s knowledge, motivation,
determination, and available time affects the success of the enterprise. Learning to work together,
cooperatively, as peers, is a critical ingredient for success in any business enterprise.
One of the keys to being successful in an enterprise is to learn how to use the talents of others. If you operate
your Maven company as a team, you have a “platform” for practicing and developing your skills. All the
evidence shows that managers who try to do it all by themselves, limit the growth and success of their
business. So use Maven to polish your skills at leveraging the expertise of your management team to build
a successful company.
PURPOSES OF MAVEN
Working with Maven will help you to:
• Experience problems and issues involved in managing a marketing-driven enterprise.
• Understand the importance of a marketing plan in guiding marketing decisions, including;
• the importance of developing a common vision and coordinating the various elements of a
product strategy, and
• the need for planning as you make tactical moves to react to changing conditions.
• Acquire experiences to aid your comprehension of issues presented in marketing courses.
• Understand the relationships between marketing, operations, and finance.
• Understand the relationships between financial statements such as the cash flow statement, the
income statement, and the balance sheet, and their tie to marketing reports.
• Experience the dynamics of marketing against constantly changing competitor positions and the
need for market research.
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TIPS ON SUCCEEDING WITH MAVEN
The following are some tips to help you when you are working with the Maven simulation:
•

Manage your time efficiently. Learning how to manage time is a primary concern for all managers.
It affects success in any business. There will never be enough time to do all you wish to do.
Determine which issues to focus on (set priorities). Staying focused on these issues (efficiency)
will have a significant impact on the effectiveness of the decisions you make. Working with Maven
gives you practice at managing this critical resource. Developing good time-management skills will
increase your chances of success in your business career.

•

Manage your business; do not guess at your decisions. You can either manage your company or
guess when making decisions regarding the future. Managing the business involves having
company goals, plus plans and strategies for accomplishing those goals. Use goals, plans, and
strategies to guide your decision-making. Guessing leads to random decisions that lack consistency
over time. Guessing is easier in the short run; you may even initially get better results than your
competition. However, in the long run, if you make your decisions by guessing, you will be
outperformed by your competitors. You will not understand what you did that was effective or what
you need to change to improve your position in the future. Nor will you be sensitive to the actions
of your competitors are or to changes in the economic environment. Maven is the kind of project
where effort is rewarded.

•

Learn from your failures as well as your successes. Managers must always deal with their own and
others’ mistakes. When your decisions in Maven do not give you the results you planned for, or
they are unsatisfactory for the long-term success of your company, analyze the results to see what
you should do differently next time. A successful manager learns how to capitalize on success,
recover from mistakes, and move forward to improve the company’s position. Often you can learn
more from what you do wrong than from what you do right.

•

Do not worry if you are confused at first. Participants are often confused when they begin working
with the Maven program. Remember, this is most likely a new form of learning for you. Working
with a simulation requires applying your knowledge and skills to a business operation rather than
listening to a lecture or reading about the knowledge and skills needed to operate a business. It is
a fundamental change to move from hearing to doing.

As with any new experience, it can be confusing and a bit overwhelming at first. However, after you make
two or three sets of decisions, you should feel familiar with the rules of Maven and become more
comfortable with learning through active application. Your willingness to invest the effort to learn your
new environment will have a significant impact on your firm’s performance.
This exercise is designed to replicate what you will experience in the world of business. Managers face a
constantly changing business environment. Their ability to understand and respond to new business
situations affects their personal and organizational success. You have only to think about the changes in
computer technology you have witnessed over the past few years to recognize the importance of being able
to adjust to changes around you.
HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL
Read this manual thoroughly, but do not try to memorize it. Instead, read to get a sense of the business
environment created by the simulation. Then, as you work with Maven, refer to the appropriate sections of
the manual for specific information. As you work with the Maven program you will notice that much of the
information supplied by this manual is built into the screens you use.
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The appendixes have a number of forms and exhibits to help you manage your company. Look at them as
you read the manual and refer to them later when you need the information.
The rest of the contents of this manual are outlined below.
• Chapter 2 describes the company you will manage and the business environment in which you will
operate.
• Chapter 3 reviews the fundamentals of marketing and shows how this simulation reflects these
fundamentals.
• Chapter 4 instructs you on how to start the Maven programs. It also gives you a quick, guided tour
of the simulation and explains how to access your company reports.
• Chapter 5 discusses the decisions you will make and how to enter them on the computer.
• Chapter 6 describes the reports you will receive after each team makes decisions for a quarter of
operation and after the computer has processed those decisions.
• Appendix A shows the decisions that were made in Quarter 0 of operation.
• Appendix B includes reports of the results of the decisions shown in Appendix A.
• Appendix C gives an example of an industry Quarter Performance Report and a Game-to-Date
Performance Report. These reports show how each company performed in sales, income, return on
sales, and sales forecasting when compared to the other companies in the simulation.
• Appendix D shows the average expected demand estimates for Quarter 1.
• Appendix E indicates when your decisions take effect.
• Appendix F gives you important limits on the decisions you can make as you manage your Maven
company. For example, it tells you the range of prices you are allowed to charge for your products.
You can also view this information directly on the Marketing Decision panel.
• Appendix G provides a flow chart of the decisions you will make and how they lead to forecast and
actual reports you will use to manage your Maven company.
• Appendix H gives a step-by-step walk-through for entering a set of decisions, reviewing the
forecasted results, modifying the decision, processing the decisions, and then looking at the actual
results. You can use this appendix with Maven Solo to become familiar with how both the Maven
Team and Maven Solo simulations work.

8
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CHAPTER 2
THE MAVEN BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
This chapter will provide you with a description of your Maven company’s business environment. It will
also describe your company’s products and the beginning status of your company. You will manage your
company over a number of decision rounds. Each decision round represents three months of operation (i.e.,
one quarter of a year). In the Maven simulation, your operations begin in Quarter 1 (January – March). At
the beginning of Quarter 1, all companies start from identical positions, explained in detail below. In Maven
Solo there will always be eight companies in the industry – your company and seven competitors –
and you will always manage Company 1. In Maven Team will have between two and thirteen
companies and your simulation administrator will tell you which company you are.
YOUR COMPANY’S MARKETPLACE
For the duration of this simulation you will be selling your two products in three geographical regions. How
much you sell in each region will depend on the industry-wide demand for the products as well as how
much effort you put into marketing your products as compared to your competitors’ efforts to sell their
products. To be successful, you must spend your money wisely and determine what mix of marketing
strategies will yield the best results. If your competitors market their products more aggressively, their
market share will be greater than yours.
To minimize transportation costs and to reflect market differences, your company has divided the market
for your products into three sales regions, Region 1, Region 2, and Region 3. There is quite a bit of diversity
in the size and demographic composition of the three regions. A brief description of each of the territories
follows.
Region 1.

This region is quite large, comprising approximately 40% of the total Mavlandia population,
and is also relatively affluent.

Region 2.

Region 2 is roughly half the size of Region 1 (approximately 20% of the Mavlandia
population) and has a similar demographic makeup. The majority of consumers are relatively
up-scale and generally open to new products.

Region 3.

While similar in size to Region 1 (about 40% of the Mavlandia population), the profile of the
residents of Region 3 is a bit different. These consumers have somewhat less disposable
income and generally are less receptive to new products. Perhaps as a result of their lower
incomes, the residents of Region 3 have shown a tendency to be sharper bargain-hunters than
are residents of the other two territories.

YOUR COMPANY
In the Maven simulation you will manage a small company that was founded and operated by Emily, Erin,
and Anne Scottlaw. The Scottlaws are entrepreneurs who establish and operate small businesses until they
become commercially viable and then move on to new endeavors. After running this company for two
years, the Scottlaws are ready for new challenges and have brought you in to take over the operation of the
company.
As your term at the helm of your company begins, there will be from two to thirteen companies in your
industry (including yours). All of the companies share exactly the same position — identical products, equal
market share, same financial condition, etc. at the beginning of Quarter 1. The decisions that you make will
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determine how your company will fare in the years ahead, so it is important that your mission and strategies
enable you to compete effectively.
Your company sells two products, Product 1 and Product 2. While your company does not actually
manufacture the products — rather, you contract production to a supplier — you do maintain a staff of
technical specialists who work closely with the supplier to design and set specifications for the products
you sell. Each quarter (every three months) you must decide how many units of each of the two products
you will order from the supplier.
You sell your two products to retailers who, in turn, sell them to ultimate consumers. The prices you charge
for your products, the level of quality you build into them, plus how you choose to promote them, are
decisions you will constantly face.
YOUR PRODUCTS
As stated above, all Maven companies compete against each other for customers to sell two products —
Product 1 and Product 2. We have purposely not identified these two products. Your program administrator
may choose to have each product represent a particular product, or to leave them generic in nature. In either
case, one of your objectives will be to determine what influence the various elements of the marketing mix
have on the consumers’ decision to buy either product in the Maven environment.
You sell these products to retailers who, in turn, sell them to the general public. The two products are not
substitutes for one another, nor are they complementary. This means that sales of one product do not affect
sales of the other product. You should not count on customers buying your product simply because of past
experiences with either of your products. While there is likely to be some brand loyalty, your company is
too new to the market to expect satisfaction with your brand to boost sales over time.
Although each company in Maven begins the simulation selling identical products, the amount you spend
on quality and the investment you make in product features can create differences in future periods. Of
course, the magnitude of the differences will depend on how your expenditures compare to those of your
competitors. If you and your competitors all increase spending by similar amounts, the customers may
recognize that you have a high-quality product, but see it as no different from your competitors’ highquality product. In other words, how much you invest in quality on a relative basis is as important as how
much you spend on an absolute basis.
The following paragraphs present a brief description of the two products.
Product 1:
Product 1 is a rather basic product. While the Scottlaws began marketing this product only two years ago,
the product category has been around for several years. Consumers are quite familiar with the product and
how it’s used. Prices and profit margins have slipped a bit since the Scottlaws began selling the product. In
Quarter 0 your company sold this product to retailers for $19.00; the production cost was $11.00. The total
cost includes the subcontractor’s manufacturing costs plus the costs to distribute the product to retailers.
Consumers do not have strong brand preferences for this product, nor do they put much effort into
comparing options before making their purchase decision for Product 1.
Product 2:
Although Product 2 costs only $27 to produce and deliver, the Scottlaws sold it to retailers for $69 in
Quarter 0. Many consumers are unfamiliar with the Product 2, because it was just recently introduced to
the market. Unfortunately, all companies in your industry had been working simultaneously on its
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development, so all your competitors brought out their products at about the same time. Because the product
is new, most customers seriously consider the elements of the product offering (features, price, quality, etc.)
before making their purchase decision. Some retailers have been reluctant to carry Product 2 because of its
limited sales volume. The future of this product is a subject of considerable debate. Some industry analysts
have predicted a very bright future while others have stated that it already has seen its best days.
DEMAND FOR YOUR PRODUCTS
While the demand for your products is not entirely predictable, you can purchase Average Expected
Demand estimates for future quarters. These estimates can be extremely valuable in helping you determine
appropriate order quantities, deciding which of your products deserves more resources, etc. Starting with
Quarter 1, you can purchase average expected demand simply by requesting them on the Marketing
Research decision panel. Quarter 1 is the only quarter for which you are unable to buy Average Expected
Demand estimates. Because you cannot purchase this information for Quarter 1, we provide these estimates
here.
Unless your simulation administrator informs you otherwise, the Average Expected Demand estimates for
Quarter 1 are:
Product 1
Product 2

Region 1
31800
7500

Region 2
14600
3700

Region 3
39600
5800

The Average Expected Demand estimates you see above represent the average number of units that will be
sold by a single company in your industry. Thus, the 31,800 figure is an estimate of the number of units of
Product 1 that an average firm will sell in Region 1 in the first Quarter.
SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS
While there are no direct substitutes for the products sold by your industry, there are products that are
similar. As a result, the total size of your industry’s market is influenced by the actions of the competitors
in your industry. If the marketing efforts of the firms in your industry are exceptionally aggressive, the total
sales for your industry will expand as sales are won from producers of these substitute products. On the
other hand, if the promotional efforts of all companies in your industry are very passive, some customers
will stop buying this type of product and will begin buying substitute goods from companies outside your
industry. Total industry demand will suffer. In the Maven environment, a weak marketing effort may be
disastrous. Not only will one company suffer, but the whole industry may decline.
The next chapter will give a review of the fundamentals of the marketing management process and show
how that process relates to this simulation. Then, CHAPTER 5 will explain the decisions you will have to
make each quarter as you manage your Maven company.
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CHAPTER 3
REVIEW OF MARKETING MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS
The purpose of this chapter is to review the marketing management process. This review is not meant to
replace a traditional textbook on marketing. Exhibit 3.1 provides a flow chart of the typical sequence of
activities involved in the process of marketing management.
Exhibit 3.1
The Strategic Marketing Management Process

Planning
Resources &
capabilities

Organizational
Mission

Identify strengths and
weaknesses

Environmental
scanning

Identify opportunities
and threats

SWOT
analysis

Set objectives

Execution
Select target
market(s)

Determine desired
position(s)
Develop marketing
mix(es)

Organize resources
Acquire resources

Control
Compare expected performance with
actual performance

Take corrective action

The aim of marketing planning is to secure a
sustainable competitive advantage for the organization.

Marketing
strategy

Implementation
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MISSION STATEMENT
Planning usually starts with a specific statement of the mission and objectives of the firm. The mission
statement describes the purpose of the organization. It describes the business your company wants to be in.
Mission statements are designed to provide a stable direction for the organization, so they should be broad
and general enough to withstand considerable changes in the marketplace. Mission statements should be
revised only infrequently. Mission statements take into account both the essential internal and external
environments of your organization.
A good mission will capitalize on the strengths and capabilities of the organization. Before writing a
statement, you should have a thorough understanding of what it is that sets your organization apart from
your competitors. What resources or capabilities does your organization possess that your competitors can’t
match easily? What is it that your organization is uniquely qualified to do? Of all activities that your
organization might engage in, what are you best at?
An organization’s mission should be broad enough to provide the latitude to adapt to changing conditions
(i.e., to avoid what Theodore Leavitt refers to as marketing myopia). Yet, it must provide the focus
necessary to keep your company from drifting into activities for which it is poorly suited. It should be
written with an eye to the future. You should understand and attempt to anticipate likely changes in the
external environments within which your firm operates. To accomplish this task, you must have an effective
information gathering function. Mission statements should not be set in isolation.
SWOT ANALYSIS
An examination of the internal and external environments of the organization and a statement of the
corporate mission flows into SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis. The
internal components — your organization’s resources and capabilities – should lead to identifying your
firm’s strengths and weaknesses, while the external components (gleaned through environmental scanning)
should lead to identifying your firm’s opportunities and threats. As you perform a SWOT analysis, you
might decide that you should revise your mission statement to take better advantage of your firm’s
competitive position.
OBJECTIVES
Within the general framework of the mission, your company should set explicit objectives – specific goals
you will strive to achieve. Almost all organizations have multiple objectives – profit and volume objectives
are almost universal, with many firms also stating objectives relating to resource utilization and efficiency.
For example, you might set a profit objective of achieving a 5% net Return On Sales (ROS). A volume
objective could be to maintain an 18% market share in Region 1. Examples of resource utilization and
efficiency objectives could include being granted an emergency loan on no more than one occasion per
eight quarters; or to average no more than one stockout for the six product-region combinations per quarter.
Your mission statement often will have obvious implications for your objectives. If you intend to be an
ultra-high quality producer serving the most affluent customers, it is unlikely that you will be able to achieve
a high market share. The position occupied by your organization will also influence your objectives. It is,
of course, imperative that your objectives reflect your organization’s strengths and weaknesses as well as
the opportunities and threats facing your firm. Without a solid understanding of your organization’s mission
and internal and external environments, it is virtually impossible to formulate appropriate objectives.
Unlike the corporate mission which should be broad and long-lived to provide stability for the organization,
the objectives must be updated periodically. It is generally accepted that objectives should meet the criteria
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described in Exhibit 3.2. In addition, if you have more than one objective, you must take into account the
relationship among the objectives. A good set of objectives will avoid putting the organization in a position
where accomplishing one objective has negative consequences for another objective. For example, the
previously stated example of an 18% market share in Region 1 is clearly measurable. If the company is
competing in Maven Solo the objective is also challenging since the industry consists of eight companies.
That means, if sales were equally divided among the eight companies, each company would have a 12.5%
market share (i.e., 1/8). In fact, you might question whether the 18% target is realistic, since it involves
achieving a large increase over your “fair” share of the market. You might also question whether a company
could achieve an 18% market share and still maintain the 5% net ROS target. If not, the volume objective
is inconsistent with the profit objective.
Sometimes the shorter-term objectives of a firm will differ from its longer-term goals. For example, a
company may sacrifice some profits in the short term and attempt to build market share in the hopes of
achieving a market position that will permit earning above average profits in the long run. An illustration
of this approach would be a company that greatly increased its advertising in the short term in the belief
that the increased visibility would create a superior market position and increased profits in the longer run.
There are constraints on the freedom to set objectives, however. In our economy, virtually no company can
afford to disregard profits for too long.
Exhibit 3.2
CHARACTERISTICS OF GOOD OBJECTIVES
Objectives should be:
1. Measurable.

They should be both quantitative and specific. Each objective should have
a definite, stated time frame. An objective should be measurable and
sufficiently specific so that after the stated time period has passed, it
should be clear whether the objective was achieved.

2. Challenging.

Good objectives should demand that the organization strive to reach its
potential.

3. Attainable/Realistic.

While good objectives should be challenging, they should not be
impossible.

4. Consistent.

Objectives should be mutually achievable. Objectives should also be
consistent with the strategies and tactics to be used for their
accomplishment. (See Exhibit 3.4, Tests of Consistency of Objectives and
Strategies for additional criteria.)

STRATEGY FORMULATION
Your objectives make an explicit statement of where you want to go. Now you must develop a plan for
getting to your destination. Your marketing strategy is your general blueprint for accomplishing your goals.
Strategy should be distinguished from tactics; tactics are concerned with the immediate, specific actions
that are required to carry out a strategy. Strategy is the general plan that you will follow. For example, while
your strategy may be to be that of a low-cost, low-price operator, you must decide how on your tactics –
how much money you will spend on process improvements to drive your costs down and what price you
will charge for each of your products in each territory.
Marketing strategy consists of three components – (1) selecting a target market (or markets); (2)
determining a desired position; and (3) developing an appropriate marketing mix. In selecting a target
market, you must ask whether there are different segments that are likely to react differently to variations
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in the marketing mix. Some firms view the marketplace as having no distinguishable segments leading them
to pursue an undifferentiated marketing strategy – that is, they develop a single marketing mix designed to
appeal to the entire market. Other firms see the marketplace as consisting of distinct segments of customers.
They may elect to develop a single marketing mix to sell to one specific segment of the market or they may
produce multiple marketing mixes each designed to appeal to a different market segment. In Maven, you
might segment the market geographically with each region a distinct segment, or you might attempt to
appeal to the quality-conscious segment of the market.
Once a firm has decided to target a specific segment (or segments), it must decide what position will be
most attractive to that segment. If the segment is motivated by ease of use, you would want to be perceived
as the most convenient product on the market. The most effective strategy is usually related to those
characteristics that are valued most highly by the customers in your target market. However, you must be
careful not to ignore competition in the selection of a position. If all competitors are pursuing the same
market segment or are attempting to achieve the same position, you may be more effective in selecting an
alternative segment or position. For example, if all your competitors are vying to be the high price, highquality supplier, you may realize better results if you position your product as an inexpensive alternative
than if you elect to be yet another high price, high-quality supplier.
The final element of the marketing strategy consists of selecting an appropriate marketing mix. The way in
which you manipulate the 4 Ps — the configuration of your product offering, the price you charge, the way
you promote your product, and the distribution (place) of the product — should all be consistent with the
target market you have selected and the position you hope to achieve. Marketing theory provides
considerable information on factors that influence how the market will respond to changes in the marketing
mix. When setting your strategies, give careful consideration to such things as the nature of your products
(convenience product, shopping product, etc.) and their stage in the product life cycle. An objective of
building market share requires a very different strategy for a convenience product than for a heterogeneous
shopping product. Similarly, the nature of the market must be taken into account. Some target markets may
be highly responsive to price while other markets may be affected more by other elements of the marketing
mix. Effective formulation of the 4 Ps is unlikely without a solid understanding and application of marketing
theory. In Maven, you will have the ability to determine your product’s configuration (i.e., its level of
quality and number of features), its price, how you promote it (e.g., trade magazine ads versus sales
representatives versus web-based promotions), and the place (region) where you promote it. Make sure you
are consistent in the application of the 4 Ps of marketing as you manage your company.
A particularly important component of promotional strategy involves the selection of a “pull” versus a
“push” strategy. It is important to choose the strategy that is consistent with your product. A push strategy
involves promoting a product to channel members hoping that they, in turn, will promote the product to the
next member in the channel. For example, producers may advertise in trade magazines, send sales
representatives to retailers to promote their products, and/or offer various incentives to the retailers.
Producers do this hoping that the retailers will place a high value on the product and choose to promote it
to the ultimate consumer. In contrast, a pull strategy uses heavy promotion by the producer directly to the
ultimate customer in an attempt to draw the product through the channel. For a pull strategy, producers may
use promotional tools (usually consumer advertising) to generate consumer demand for their products. If
sufficient demand is created at the retail level, retailers generally will want to carry the product. Exhibit 3.3
illustrates the difference between a push and pull strategy.
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Exhibit 3.3
PUSH VERSUS PULL STRATEGY
Push Strategy

Pull Strategy

Producer

Producer

Retailer

Retailer

Consumer

Consumer

Promotional effort
Product movement
In practice, most marketers use a combination of push and pull, but the emphasis placed on the alternative
strategies is likely to vary depending on market conditions and the nature of the product. (Almost all
marketing texts discuss this topic. Marketing theory can serve as a useful guide to your strategy
development.
Once you have formulated your marketing strategy, you should ask yourself the following question: If we
follow this strategy does it seem likely that we will achieve our objectives? It is imperative that the strategy
you select is consistent with the objectives you set. Exhibit 3.4 provides a set of criteria for evaluating your
goals and strategies.
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Exhibit 3.4
TESTS OF CONSISTENCY OF OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES
▪

Internal Consistency
▪ Are the goals mutually achievable?
▪ Do the strategies address the goals?
▪ Do the strategies reinforce each other?

▪

Environmental Fit
▪ Do the goals and strategies exploit industry opportunities?
▪ Do the goals and strategies deal with industry threats with available resources to the degree
possible?
▪ Are the goals and strategies responsive to broader societal concerns?

▪

Resource Fit
▪ Do the goals and strategies match the resources available to the company relative to
competitors?
▪ Does the timing of the goals and strategies reflect the organization’s ability to change?

▪

Communication and Implementation
▪ Are the goals well understood by the key implementers?
▪ Is there a close enough match between the goals and strategies and the values of the key
implementers to insure commitment?
▪ Is there sufficient managerial capability to allow for effective implementation?

▪

These questions are taken from Michael E. Porter’s modification of criteria presented in K. R.
Andrews, The Concept of Corporate Strategy, New York: Dow Jones-Irwin, 1971.

EXECUTING THE STRATEGY
Your marketing strategy provides a description of the general path you will follow in an attempt to achieve
your objectives. However, to implement your strategy, you must make the specific decisions and carry out
actions that will put that strategy into effect. For example, you may plan a strategy to be a low price, minimal
service operator, but you still must decide what specific price you will set for your product today. These
specific tactical decisions are required to implement your strategy. Failure to implement good tactical
decisions will lead to poor results regardless of how well-designed your strategy.
Strategy execution involves marshaling necessary resources and using them efficiently. No company has
unlimited resources. Effective managers must optimize the use of their resources. The starting point for
much business planning is the sales forecast. From production scheduling to promotional expenditures,
forecasts drive much of the planning of an organization. It will be up to you as you manage your company
to determine what volume of sales you wish to achieve. Of course, just because you set a sales target, does
not guarantee that you will achieve it.
The marketplace is dynamic and unpredictable. The actions you take are sure to result in counteractions
from your competitors. In an environment this complex, how can a manager make wise decisions? On-thejob experience is, of course, a valuable asset. Research can also be extremely helpful. Obtaining information
can be time-consuming and expensive, so gathering unnecessary information is worse than useless.
However, making decisions in a vacuum is foolhardy. One of the keys to successful management is
determining what information can be useful, placing an appropriate value on that information, gathering
that needed information, and using it effectively.
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Knowing how a market generally responds to marketing variables can be invaluable. The effectiveness of
most marketing variables tends to follow an “s-curve”. Small expenditures on any marketing variable
typically generate little response; a critical threshold must be crossed. Once you cross that threshold, you
will see increasing response for additional marketing expenditures. However, at some point you are likely
to see diminishing returns; additional expenditures are likely to generate less and less response until a point
is reached where spending still more is a waste of money. While marketers are aware of the general shape
of the sales-response function, it is never easy to determine exactly where we are on the s-curve at any
given time.
Exhibit 3.5
The Sales-Response Function
(The “S-Curve”)

Sales

0
Marketing Expenditures
CONTROLLING THE MARKETING PROCESS
The work of the marketing manager is never done. Once you have made and executed your decisions, the
marketplace responds. As a manager, you receive feedback primarily in the form of financial reports. Rarely
will everything transpire exactly as you hope. It is your responsibility to evaluate the performance of your
organization and to adjust your decisions accordingly. The marketplace never stands still — consumer tastes
change, competitors make moves and countermoves, and laws and regulations evolve. Operating an ongoing concern requires constant supervision and alteration of tactics. The ability to interpret financial
statements, production reports, marketing research, etc., is a critical component of the marketing manager’s
job.
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CHAPTER 4 – WORKING WITH THE MAVEN PROGRAMS
This chapter will detail how to work with the various features of the Maven programs. If you have not yet
done so, go to the Maven web site (www.oaktreesim.com/Maven). After the Welcome screen opens, enter
your username and password. The Industry Central screen like that shown in Exhibit 4.1 will appear on
your monitor. Industry Central, is your starting point for working with Maven. From this screen you can
enter either the Team or the Solo version of Maven. (Note: If your program administrator has not yet created
a Team industry or Exam, you will see only the Solo industry icon.)
Exhibit 4.1

GETTING STARTED
If you click on the “Getting Started Help” button (see arrow Exhibit 4.1), the dropdown menu will provide
you with resources that introduce Maven. There are two learning scripts that will greatly facilitate your
understanding of the game. These learning scripts will provide you with an overview of the simulation and
will walk you through how to work with the game. We strongly encourage you to view these videos before
reading Chapter 5 – Making Decisions and Chapter 6 – Maven Reports. It will speed up your reading and
increase your understanding of those chapters. Note: You can access these two learning scripts plus some
additional scripts under the Help menu that appears after you enter either the Maven Team or Maven Solo
program. We will discuss these options below.
In addition to the learning scripts, Getting Started Help provides information concerning registering the
Maven software (Getting Started Notes) as well as a link to this Participant Manual.
INDUSTRY CENTRAL
To enter a game, just click on the program you want (Team or Solo). You can move back and forth between
the Solo and Team versions of Maven through the Industry Central page. If you leave Industry Central and
then wish to return to it, click on Menu in the upper right-hand corner of the screen and select Industry
Central. This will bring you back to the screen shown in Exhibit 4.1. If your program administrator has not
yet created a Team or Solo Exam industry, you will see only the Solo Practice industry icon. The simulation
administrator will set the Solo game to give you access to the Practice mode and/or the Exam mode. The
only difference between these two modes of the Solo game is that the practice mode allows you to restart
the program from Quarter 1 as many times as you desire. The exam mode allows only one pass through the
quarters. There is no option to restart the game. We discussed these differences between the two versions
of Maven in more detail back in Chapter 1.
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Account
If you wish to make changes to your email address or password, select the Account option (see arrow in
Exhibit 4.1). A screen like that shown in Exhibit 4.2 will appear on your monitor.
Exhibit 4.2

Change Email Address. This option allows you to change the email address from the one you initially
entered when registering to use Maven. Type in your new email address and select “save”.
Change Password. You may decide, for security reasons, to change your company’s password. You can
change your password as often as you wish, but be careful. It is usually advisable not to select as a password
the name of a family member or a nickname that others are likely to guess. Also, frequent changes can lead
to confusion. If you forget your password, you will not be able to access your files to make decisions for
the upcoming quarter of operation. If this happens, see your simulation administrator for help.
SCREENS VERSUS PANELS
Throughout this manual, you will read references to screens and panels. We make this distinction in order
to more accurately describe what you are working with as you read through this manual. The primary
distinction between the two is that panels are movable while screens are not. Panels exist within screens
and can be repositioned inside the boundaries of a screen. You can reposition a panel using the standard
convention of positioning the mouse over the title bar of a panel, right-clicking and holding the mouse key
as you “grab” and drag the panel to a new position, and then releasing the mouse key. If you have a touchsensitive screen, just press the title bar of the panel, drag it to your desired location, and release it.
MOVING AROUND MAVEN
You can move the cursor around the decision panel by three methods, the Tab key, the mouse, or if you
have a touch-sensitive screen, tapping on the decision entry cell you want to change. You can use each of
these methods in combination with the other method.
THE TEAM AND SOLO HOME PAGE
Once you select either the Team or Solo game program, the screen shown in Exhibit 4.3 will appear on
your monitor. This is your “home base” for working with the Maven Team and Solo programs.
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THE MENU BAR
The Menu Bar shows icons you will use navigate and manage your Maven company. After a quarter’s
decisions are processed, the Notices bell ( ) may be flashing red to indicate issues resulting from the prior
quarter’s results. After you enter your planned decisions for the quarter, selecting the Save icon ( ) displays
issues for you to consider before you finalize your decisions. Select the trash can for a notice to remove it.
The Dashboard icon ( ) allows you to quickly open the Dashboard when it is covered by decision or report
panels. Selecting the Filter icon ( ) lets you switch from displaying the decisions and results for both
products and all three sales regions to displaying data for just one product or just one sales region. The Help
icon ( ) displays links to learning scripts, the participant manual, and a set of tips for working with Maven.
Finally, the Menu icon ( ) provides links to a variety of key items you will use to manage your business.
These are discussed in detail, below.
Exhibit 4.3

The Quarter Menu
The Quarter Menu (see arrow in Exhibit 4.4) allows you to change from one quarter of operation to a
different quarter. You can use this menu to access earlier company reports and to view or print out that
information.
Exhibit 4.4
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To move between quarters, select the Quarter menu option. A series of numbers will appear under the
Quarter heading as is shown in Exhibit 4.4. Select the number for the quarter you wish to view. Only the
quarters that you are able to access will be displayed. So if you are forecasting for Quarter 8 as shown
below, Quarters 9, 10, or higher will not be displayed. This is because those quarters have not yet been
processed and consequently there are not yet reports to view for those quarters.
The Maven Dashboard
The “map” shown on the Dashboard provides information on the three sales regions of Maven (See Exhibit
4.3). You can open decision and report panels using the links on the right side of the Dashboard or using
the Menu icon (See the right arrow in Exhibit 4.3). As discussed below, there are also icons to process a
quarter or restart a game (
) if you are working with the Solo version of Maven.
Performance Graphs. After Quarter 1 is processed, the Dashboard will replace the Maven map with
graphical displays of your performance (See arrow in Exhibit 4.5). While there is insufficient data to provide
a meaningful display before Quarter 3 or 4, do not underestimate the value these panels can provide as you
manage your Maven company.
Exhibit 4.5

Company at a Glance. There is a Company at a Glance report at the bottom of the dashboard. This report
displays vital data from your company’s reports that are updated as you enter decisions for the current
quarter. As the title implies, these data provide you with a snapshot of your company’s performance in a
number of different areas. Take note that these numbers will be adjusted if your forecasted units sold for
each product to not match the actual units sold after the quarter is processed. Even though the numbers will
most likely change, they still summarize your company’s forecasted performance and may suggest issues
you want to revisit before the quarter is processed.
The Maven Dashboard is interactive. This allows you quick access to a variety of information on your
company's performance. Selecting one of the menu items listed on the right side of the panel will display
the related report panel for that item. For example, selecting the Marketing Report will open that report
panel (see Exhibit 4.6). If you select the Finance Reports option, all three relevant panels will be displayed.
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Exhibit 4.6

Clicking on any of the magnifying glass icons ( ) on the Dashboard will open panels with additional
graphs that provide an overview of your performance relating to that area. For example, Exhibit 4.7 shows
the graphs that are displayed when you click on the magnifying glass icon for Finance.
Exhibit 4.7
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The Menu Icon
The Menu icon ( ) provides links to the decision and report panels (See right arrow in Exhibit 4.3). It also
has links to the Industry Performance Report that shows how all companies operating in the industry are
performing and the Company Summary Report that provides a history of your company’s decisions and
performance over the duration of the simulation. These two reports are discussed next.
Industry Performance Report and Company Summary Report. We discuss the details of each of these
reports in detail in Chapter 6. To access these two reports, click on the appropriate link under Menu. Exhibit
4.8 shows an example of the Industry Performance Report. Note that you can change the quarter number
for the report you want to view from this screen (see top arrow in Exhibit 4.8). Finally, selecting the “View
in Excel” link exports the data into an Excel file, allowing you to work with the data to analyze results and
to develop charts and graphs that can help you manage your company (see second arrow in Exhibit 4.8).
Exhibit 4.8

Industry Central. Selecting this option will return you to the screen shown in Exhibit 4.1. Use this option
to switch between using the Team game and the Solo game and to access the Account Maintenance menu
where you can change your email address or password.
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Team Information. When you select this option, a panel like that shown in Exhibit 4.9 will appear on your
monitor. If you like, enter a name and slogan for your team. There is no relationship between your company
name or slogan and the success or failure of your company. These entries are just for fun, to allow you to
personalize your company. You can change your company name at any time during the simulation exercise.
Exhibit 4.9

Process Quarter
(Available only for Maven Solo Practice and Solo Exam). This option is only
available for the Solo version of Maven. (For the Team version, the game administrator will process the
quarter after companies have submitted their decisions for the quarter.) Once you have made your forecasts
and entered your decisions, you should save your decisions by either by clicking Save on Maven’s top menu
bar or by clicking the Save Decisions option in the Dashboard. A notification will pop up on your screen
saying, “Your decisions have been saved.” You can save your decisions as often as you’d like. When you
are satisfied with your decisions and anticipated results and are ready to move to the next quarter, save your
final decisions before processing the quarter. To process, select the Process Quarter option (either from the
Menu options or from the Dashboard). Click on “Process” when the dialogue box like that shown in Exhibit
4.10 appears on your monitor (see). The program will process the quarter’s decisions (e.g., Quarter 1) and
move forward to the next quarter.
Exhibit 4.10

After processing Quarter 1’s decisions, you can view or print your Actual Results by opening the
Performance Report (either by clicking on the link on the dashboard or selecting Performance Report from
the Menu options) and then clicking the printer icon in the panel’s title bar ( ) to print just that panel.
Alternatively, you can open all the decision and report panels you want printed and then select the Print
Open Panels, as discussed below.
Restart Industry
(Available only for Maven Solo Practice). Selecting this option will delete the
current game data and begin at Quarter 1 with a new setup. When you start a new game, Maven Solo
Practice creates a new industry-wide demand for the products you are selling. It also resets the relative
importance of the marketing variables for determining the market share captured as a result of marketing
efforts by you and your competitors. Lastly, it resets the weights for the performance criteria reported in
the performance reports. Chapter 6 will discuss these factors in detail. For now, it is only important for you
to recognize that each time you start a new game, things will be somewhat different from the game you
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previously were playing. For example, the influence of advertising in determining sales may increase or
decrease.
When you select the Restart Industry option, the dialogue box shown in Exhibit 4.11 will appear on your
screen. Select “Yes” to start a new game, or “No” to keep on playing the existing game.
Exhibit 4.11

Print Open Panels. This option allows you to print all the Maven panels currently open on your monitor.
PRODUCT PERCEPTION CHARTS

The Product Perception Charts show the position of your company and of the industry average on
nine marketing factors relative to the industry leader on that factor. An example of this is shown
in Exhibit 4.12. Two points are plotted on each spoke of the diagram – your company and the
industry average. The endpoint of each spoke is determined by the level of activity for the highest
company in the industry. So, if the greatest number of trade publication ads by any company in
the industry is 10, and your company runs 7 trade publication ads, then your position on the spoke
would be 0.7 (7/10). The same calculation is made to determine the position of the industry
average. If your company is highest on a factor, your position is 1.0, the endpoint of the spoke.
Exhibit 4.12
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HELP MENU
The Help icon ( ) displays links to learning scripts, the participant manual, and a set of tips for working
with Maven.
Learning Scripts
After registering to use Maven, we recommend that you watch the learning scripts to speed up your
understanding of the game. You can access the scripts via the Help icon. These learning scripts will help
you to learn about making decisions, viewing reports, and understanding your status as you view the results
of your decisions after they have been processed.
We strongly recommend that you work through the first two scripts (Welcome to Maven and Making
Quarter 1 Decisions) before reading Chapter 5 – Making Decisions and Chapter 6 – Maven Reports.
Reading the chapters will go more quickly and you will get more out of them.
Maven Tips
Maven Tips provide information on the nature of your products and your industry as well as suggest helpful
hints on how to play the simulation and manage your company. Clicking on the << I >> will move you
through additional tips and clicking on the Tips bar (Exhibit 4.13) will allow you to see and select from the
complete list of available tips.
Exhibit 4.13

FILTER OPTION
Selecting the Filter option ( ) lets you switch from displaying the decisions and results for both products
and all three sales regions to displaying data for just one product or just one sales region. For example,
selecting the tab for Product 1 changes the decision and report panels so that only Product 1’s three sales
regions (See Exhibit 4.14) are displayed.
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Exhibit 4.14

NOTICES
After a quarter’s decisions are processed, the Notices bell ( ) may flash red to indicate issues resulting
from the prior quarter’s results. In addition, when you select the Save icon ( ) after entering your decisions
for the quarter, you may see notices for issues to consider before finalizing your decisions. You can see any
notifications by clicking on the icon. These notices are not a comprehensive guide to matters needing
attention nor are all potential concerns displayed every quarter. Carefully considering the questions raised
by a notice provides an opportunity to learn and to improve your management of your company’s
performance in future quarters.
After dealing with an issue, you can delete the Notification by clicking on the trashcan.
For Solo Practice, the number of Notifications will start decreasing in Quarter 4 and they will end
completely in Quarter 7. They will end in Quarter 4 for the Team game. By then you should be ready to
manage your company without this support. As you would expect, there are no Notifications in the Solo
Exam game.
SUMMARY GRAPHS
When you open a Maven report, a graphical summary of certain elements of the report is displayed at the
top (see top arrow on the left in Exhibit 4.15). These graphs allow you to observe trends as you assess the
results for the current quarter.
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Exhibit 4.15

When the report first opens, a legend for the graphs appears for approximately 10 seconds (see black arrow
on the right in Exhibit 4.15). It then automatically is “minimized” so that you can see the graphs clearly.
The bottom red arrow on the left in Exhibit 4.15 shows a minimized legend. To reopen the legend, click on
the
. If you want to remove a line in the graph, click on the
icon in the legend (see yellow arrow on
the right in Exhibit 4.15). For example, the End Inventory in the graph has been removed. To have the line
reappear, click again on the icon, which now looks like
(see just below the yellow arrow on the right in
Exhibit 4.15).
As you work with the graphs, you can display detailed information by placing the cursor over different
parts of the graph. The arrow in Exhibit 4.16 shows an example of this. (Ending Inventory, Quarter 2: 7,793
units.)
Exhibit 4.16
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Summary Graph Warning Lights
In some cases, the Summary Graphs will be shaded in yellow or red with either a yellow ( ) or red warning
light (see arrow in Exhibit 4.17) to indicate poor performance and the need for immediate corrective action.
A yellow warning light indicates a cautionary warning; a red warning light indicates a more severe issue.
The example shown in Exhibit 4.17 is warning of a significant negative cash balance.
Exhibit 4.17

Maven reports have Quick Graphs that show the historical trend for a variable in the report. When you click
on the graph icon ( ) for an item, the graph is displayed. For example, clicking on the graph icon for Units
Sold in the Warehouse Operations Report (see arrow in Exhibit 4.18), generates the Maven Quick Graph
shown on the right in Exhibit 4.18. It displays the units sold for all quarters of operation. Use the Quick
Graphs to monitor trends in your performance and to identify areas that require attention.
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Exhibit 4.18

ENTERING A DECISION
For both the Team version and the two Solo versions of Maven you enter your decisions for the operating
of your business by opening the link for the Decisions panel found on the Dashboard or under the Menu
icon. In addition to the Decisions panel, there are five panels that display reports showing the results of the
decisions you made and the costs of running your company. You cannot make entries on any of the report
panels. Consequently, there is no need to move the cursor around these panels. We will discuss each of the
decision panels in detail in Chapter 5 and the report panels in Chapter 6.
Exhibit 4.19 shows the Decisions panel. The Maven program will only allow you to make certain entries.
This is to prevent you from making entry mistakes. If you attempt an invalid entry (e.g., enter a number
that exceeds the decision limits of a variable or enter a letter where a number is required), an error message
will appear on the screen.
The decisions are grouped by functional areas within marketing. You can see each of the decision areas
(Sales Force, Sales Plan, etc.) by selecting the tabs at the top of the panel.
In Exhibit 4.19, you see the Marketing report panel positioned side-by-side with the decision panel. You
can open the Marketing Report by selecting the MRKT Report tab (see arrow in Exhibit 4.19) in the decision
panel, clicking on the link on the Dashboard, or by selecting Marketing Report from the menu. When you
make an entry on a decision panel, it automatically will update all reports affected by that decision, So if I
change my Social Promotion spending, that new entry shows on the S&A Report and also changes the Total
S&A costs on the Income statement.
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Exhibit 4.19

Cost and Historical Information
You can access information regarding all variables in decision and report panels by clicking on the
variable’s label (e.g., Trade Publication Ads). This will display a message like that shown in Exhibit 4.20,
which provides both a description of that variable and its history.
Exhibit 4.20

Correcting an Error
If you make a mistake or want to change a decision you have entered, simply move to the number you want
to change and type in your new entry. This will replace the old number with your new number. You can
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change any entries you have made up to the time the quarter’s decisions are processed. Once your decisions
for a quarter have been processed, you can no longer change them.
Moving the Cursor around the Decisions Panel
You can move the cursor around the decision panel by three methods, the Tab key, the mouse, or, if you
have a touch-sensitive screen, by tapping on the decision entry cell you want to change. You can use each
of these methods in combination with the other method.
If you are at the computer, try entering some information on the Marketing Decisions screen now. None of
the numbers you enter at this time will become permanent. Even during the simulation exercise, no decision
is permanent until the quarter’s decisions are saved and processed. This means the only numbers that matter
are the last ones entered and submitted before your quarter’s decisions are processed. So feel free to
experiment now. Chapter 5 explains each of the decisions you will enter on the decision screen.
VIEWING THE FORECASTED RESULTS OF YOUR DECISIONS
Once you have entered decisions, you can view the forecasted reports for your company. These are not
your “actual” results; they are not the numbers you will see after the quarter has been processed either by
the program administrator (Team version) or by you (Solo version). Instead, these reports are based on the
sales forecast that you entered on the Marketing decisions screen. So, if you said, for example, that you
would sell 31,800 units of Product 1 in Region 1 at a price of $19 each, you will see in the forecasted report
that you sold 31,800 units and made $604,200 ($19*31,800) in sales. However, when the quarter actually
is processed, your sales may look very different! For example, if you sell only 25,000 units because of the
aggressive pricing by your competitors, your sales revenues for Product 1 in Region 1 will be only $475,000
($19*25,000). This reduction in sales revenues could move you from a profit to a loss for that quarter’s
operation. In other words, your forecast reports are only as accurate as your sales forecasts. If you are overly
optimistic, your forecasted reports will reflect your optimism and your anticipated profits will disappear
when the quarter is processed. The program will not warn you that your forecasts are inaccurate. Maven
only processes your forecasts; it does not judge them. It is your responsibility to enter realistic sales
forecasts.
You can view the reports to see the results of your decisions, assuming that your forecast is accurate. You
can look through the reports using any one of the methods for moving around the screens described earlier.
Notice that before you process your decisions, the reports are labeled as “Forecast” reports. After your
Maven Team and Maven Solo decisions have been processed, the reports will be labeled as “Actual” reports.
The “Actual” reports are, of course, the ones that matter. These are the reports that are used to determine
your standing relative to your competition and that you will use as you make decisions for your company’s
next quarter of operation.
PROCESSING THE DECISIONS (Available for Maven Solo only)
After you have entered decisions, reviewed your anticipated performance by looking at forecasted results,
modified any decisions you wish, and saved your decisions, you are ready to process those decisions. We
described the processing stage of working with Maven in Chapter 1. Instructions for processing Maven Solo
also were provided earlier in this chapter. Processing the decisions moves you from the quarter in which
you are operating (e.g., Quarter 1) to the next quarter (e.g., Quarter 2). If you are using the Team version
of the software, you will have to wait until your program administrator processes the quarter’s decisions
before you can view the Actual results of a quarter (discussed next).
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VIEWING THE ACTUAL RESULTS OF QUARTERS THAT HAVE BEEN PROCESSED
As discussed earlier, when you enter the Maven program, it automatically opens the next quarter for which
you must make decisions (the forecast quarter). This means that if you want to view or print the actual
(versus forecasted) results for a quarter of your company’s operations that has been processed, you must
use the Quarter menu, to index the program back to an earlier quarter. So, for example, after your decisions
for Quarter 2 have been processed, the Maven program automatically sets up for your company’s Quarter
3 decisions. To see how your company performed in Quarter 2 and to see the market research information
you purchased in Quarter 2, select the Quarter menu and choose “Quarter 2” from the list that drops down
from the menu heading. You then will be able to view or print the actual results of your decisions and the
market research information for Quarter 2. When you are ready to begin entering your decisions for Quarter
3, select the Quarter menu again and choose “Quarter 3” to return to the Quarter 3 screens. To view the
actual results for Quarter 1, you would repeat this process choosing the “Quarter 1” from the Quarter menu
options.
SIMULTANEOUS USER LOGIN ON THE TEAM VERSION
It is possible for multiple members of a team to log into their company’s web site simultaneously when
using the Team version of Maven. This allows team members to work together to enter decisions and to
view the company’s reports without having to be in the same physical location.
By default, the latest decisions saved are the ones used when your program administrator processes the
quarter. So, make sure that the last set of decisions saved are those you want implemented. As in any
organization, good communication is essential for that company to succeed. It is the responsibility of the
team to ensure the decisions entered are “correct” at the time when the decisions are processed.
TROUBLE SHOOTING
The Maven program has undergone literally hundreds of hours of testing, both inside and outside the
classroom. However, it is always wise for you to be prepared for “What do I do if ....?” or “What do I do
now?” situations. If you should experience difficulties, read the following sections. If this does not resolve
the difficulty, contact one of us at the addresses and numbers listed in the Preface.
Complete System Failure
The first thing to remember is that even if the computer system suddenly fails to operate (frequently referred
to as a “crash”), the data in your files will not be destroyed. In this worst-case scenario, restart the Maven
program. Any entries you had saved earlier will still be in your database.
Maven Program Failure
If you experience difficulty using the program, first ensure that you have:
▪ Turned off any “pop-up” blockers and configure your browser to accept cookies. If you need
assistance with this, search for “How to enable cookies” on Google for your particular browser.
▪ Started Maven directly from Google Chrome, Firefox, Safari, or Microsoft Edge. Do not launch
the program from inside another program environment such as BlackBoard.
While highly improbable, if you have been exploring the limits of Maven and trying unique combinations
of entries that result in an error message, exit the program and then restart it and re-enter any decisions that
were not saved. This will allow the Maven program to clear itself of the combination of entries that created
the confusion and should permit you to make the entries you desire.
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Program “Timeouts”
If you open the Maven program and let the program sit “idle” for a long period of time without moving
from one screen to another or without saving your decisions, the program will “time out”. If the program
has “timed out”, the next time you make an entry or change a screen you will get a notice that you have
been automatically logged out. We do this to protect against idle programs consuming operating space and
slowing down server processing times. When this happens, simply restart the program.
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CHAPTER 5 – MAKING YOUR DECISIONS
WATCH VIDEO TUTORIAL – MAKING MAVEN DECISIONS
Before reading this chapter, we recommend that you watch the first two learning scripts, Welcome to Maven
and Making Quarter 1 Decisions. To do this, select either of the game icons (Team or Solo Practice) as
shown Exhibit 5.1. Then access the learning scripts through the Help menu. Watching these two scripts will
facilitate your understanding of this chapter.
Exhibit 5.1

PREPARING FOR DECISIONS: YOUR MARKETING PLAN
Before making any decisions, you should develop a marketing plan for your company. This is a critical step
in helping you tie together all your decisions. Without an overall marketing plan, various parts of your
business could be working against each other. For example, you might wish to be a market leader in price,
but choose to add expensive features or high quality. The resulting cost structure may make a low price
unsustainable. A good marketing plan can help guide your marketing, operations, and financial decisions.
Below is a quick overview of things to consider when developing a marketing plan. This is not meant to be
a comprehensive discussion. You need to refer to your marketing text for that.
Developing a Marketing Plan
The first step of the planning process is to develop a mission statement for your company. Let us consider
two very different company missions. One would be to meet the customer need for a premier-quality
product. A decision to serve this market need has obvious consequences for the product characteristics you
pursue and the strategies you employ to market your products. The opposite focus would be to serve the
mass market with a low priced, basic product. Choosing this option has very different implications for
virtually all of your marketing decisions.
Keep your mission in mind as you read about the different decisions you will make to manage your Maven
company. Following your plan will help you avoid being overly reactive to the actions of your competitors
as you review each quarter’s results and prepare your decisions for the next quarter.
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OVERVIEW OF DECISIONS
Exhibit 5.2

When you open the Decisions panel, the default display shows the Price and Promotions decisions you will
make (see Exhibit 5.2). The tabs across the top of the panel show the other decision areas you will address
(see arrow in Exhibit 5.2). If you prefer to see all decisions simultaneously, select the “All” tab.
Since this simulation emphasizes the marketing functions of the business, as you can see in Exhibit 5.2,
most of the decisions concern elements of the marketing mix. You must make decisions pertaining to, Price,
Promotion, and Product. Your channels of distribution are fixed for the duration of the simulation – you
will sell your products to retailers.
The decisions you will make each quarter include:
• Price (i.e., setting prices for both of your products in each of the three sales regions)
• Promotion
• Sales force (i.e., determining the number of sales representatives and the amount of
sales commission for each product in each region)
• Media (i.e., selecting consumer magazine ads, trade magazine ads, search engine
optimization (SEO), and spending on social media web sites)
• Advertising message (i.e., deciding whether to emphasize price, quality, service,
features, or benefits)
• Sales promotion (i.e., determining the amount to spend on sales promotional activities)
• Digital Marketing (i.e., deciding spending on advertising on YouTube, Facebook, and
Google, as well as on search engine optimization and social media.)
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•

Product
• Features
• Quality
In addition to these marketing decisions, you may choose to purchase Average Expected Demand estimates
and other marketing research information. Combining the average expected demand estimate information
with your own marketing efforts and your expectations of your competitors’ marketing efforts, can help
you estimate the number units of each product you will sell. Your sales estimates will help to determine
how many units of each product you should order from your supplier.
Another decision that you must make each quarter is whether you wish to spend money in an attempt to
achieve process improvements. While process improvements will not influence the number of units you
sell, they will affect your profitability. Process improvements decrease the cost of the product to you, thus
improving your profit margins.
Finally, by considering your expenditures and your estimated revenues, you must decide whether you wish
to take a short-term loan.
We now will discuss each of these decisions for Product 1 and Product 2 in greater detail. See Exhibit 5.2
for a display of a Marketing Decisions panel.
Price
Each quarter you must make six price decisions; you must set the price for both products in each of the
three regions. These prices will be the amount that you charge the retailers who sell your products in each
area. Prices can differ between regions and, of course, from quarter to quarter. Wild fluctuations in price
tend to confuse consumers and result in lost customers.
The Effect of Price on Sales. The price of your product affects sales in two ways: how your price compares
to your competitors’ prices and how your price has changed from last quarter to the current quarter. The
price you charge compared to your competitors’ prices has the biggest effect on your sales. Considering
price alone, a product priced at $70 will sell more than one priced at $71. In addition, a change in price
from last quarter also has an effect on how much you will sell. All other things being equal, if you just
raised your price, you will sell less than if you had kept price constant from one quarter to the next. If you
just lowered your price, you will sell more. The bigger the change in price, the greater the effect price
change will have on demand.
Setting Prices. To determine the price you will charge for a product, you need to consider:
The product’s value offered to customers created by its combination of price, quality; and features;
The cost of producing your product;
The profit margin you desire for each product; and
The competitiveness of your prices relative to those of rival firms.
This means that you have to consider what it will cost to purchase those units from your subcontractor. In
addition to the cost of purchasing products from your supplier, you should include a sufficient markup to
cover other operating costs and provide a reasonable profit for your company. If you do not do this, you
will be unable to continue in business over the long term. These costs include your marketing expenses as
well as the costs of operating your business. The marketing and administrative costs are shown on the
Marketing Report under the Price/Promotion tab. Inventory carrying costs and the finance charge for loans
are shown on your Income Statement.
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NOTE: You can determine your cost for each unit of Product 1 or Product 2 by viewing the Cost of Goods
Sold Report. It shows your total product cost (which is your base cost less any process improvements, plus
any additional costs for quality and features).
While it is important to set your price sufficiently high, you cannot price your product in isolation. You will
have to adjust your price to meet the competitive moves of other companies in your industry. In the short
run you may find that, to remain competitive, you may have to price your products at a level that will not
cover all the costs of operating your business. Beware, however, that a short-term competitive pricing move
does not lead you into a permanent unprofitable pricing strategy. Failure to develop a long-term company
strategy that yields reasonable profits will result in the ruin of your business.
Promotion
You must make a number of decisions regarding the way in which you will promote your products. Note
that the costs for the various forms of promotion described below are shown on the line below that item.
The impact of your promotional efforts is affected by (a) how much you promote your products and (b)
how much you promote them relative to your competitors. You will need to think carefully about how much
you wish to spend on promotion. If you overspend on promoting your products, your profits will be
adversely affected. Purchasing, say four pages of consumer magazine advertising for Product 1 in Region
1 at $4,000 each, adds $16,000 to your costs. If your price for Product 1 is $19.00 and the cost of purchasing
each unit from your supplier is $11.00, you earn $8.00 for every unit you sell. Your advertising will need
to increase sales by 2,000 units (2,000 units x $8 = $16,000) just to cover the cost of your advertising.
At the same time, however, you will have to promote each of your products to achieve visibility in the
marketplace. If you do not promote your products at all, or only minimally, potential customers will not be
aware of your products’ value relative to that of your competitors. Your chances of earning a satisfactory
profit will diminish if you fail to achieve a reasonable sales volume. Remember there is the danger of losing
customers to substitute products if you and your competitors do not create sufficient awareness of the
industry’s products through promotional efforts. This would mean neither you nor your Maven competitors
would reach the average expected demand estimates forecasted for the industry. You and your competitors
can also lose sales to substitute products if the whole industry invests too little in product quality. Your task
then is to design a marketing program that is both effective and efficient. For a marketing program to be
successful, it must generate the demand you desire at the lowest possible cost.
As with almost any product, the promotion of your Maven products can reach a point of diminishing returns.
As you raise your levels of advertising, more potential customers become aware of your products.
Unfortunately, awareness does not guarantee a purchase. At some point, additional expenditures on
advertising will result in smaller increases in the number of sales of that product. Determining when you
have reached this point is a problem all companies face and will be a continual challenge for your company.
Sales Force. Each of your sales representatives is assigned exclusively to sell one product in one region.
This means that you must make decisions regarding your sales force for each of the six product-region
combinations independently. You enter your sales force decisions on the Marketing Decisions panel under
Sales Force (See Exhibit 5.3). You begin the simulation with three sales representatives in each of the three
regions for Product 1, and with five sales representatives in each of the three regions for Product 2. Each
salesperson earns a base salary of $5,000 per quarter, plus a commission. The amount of the commission is
also a decision you will make. The effort put forth by a salesperson is affected by the size of the commission.
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Exhibit 5.3

You will also make decisions on whether to hire, fire, or transfer sales reps. The cost of hiring and training
a new hire is $8,000 ($3,000 in hiring costs and $5,000 in salary cost). Salespeople do not contribute to
sales during the quarter in which they are hired. You can transfer sales reps to another region. There is a
one-quarter delay before a transferred sales rep can promote sales in the new region.
If you choose to fire a sales representative, the rep is terminated at the end of the quarter. Thus, they continue
to sell your products for the quarter in which they are terminated. Sales representatives may choose to leave
your company without being fired. They become discontented and quit when they have no product to sell.
You can expect to lose sales reps if you stock out in a region. Keep your eye on “Sales Reps Lost Next
Qtr,” the last line on the Sales Report under the Sales Force tab to see whether you will be losing reps in
the following quarter.
Sales Promotion. Enter the amount of money you intend to spend to promote sales of your product in each
region. Sales promotion activities include in-store displays, competitions and contests, free samples, joint
promotions, etc., designed to stimulate trial, increase consumer demand, and improve product availability.
In Maven, some of these sales promotion activities are directed at the retailer and some at the ultimate
consumer. You cannot control the proportion of activities directed to the trade versus that directed to the
ultimate consumer.
Consumer Magazines. You must decide how many quarter-page ads to purchase for each product in each
region. Magazine advertising tends to have a benefit that extends beyond a single period, affecting sales
not only in the quarter in which it is run, but also in the following quarter – this is called a “carry-over”
effect. The number of ads that you can purchase must range from 0 to 99. The absolute number of ads you
purchase, combined with your level of advertising compared to your competition, affects the sale of your
product.
Trade Publications. Rather than advertising directly to the ultimate consumer, trade publications are
distributed to, and read by people in the trade (that is, by the retailers of your product). Retailers tend to be
keenly interested in developments taking place within their industry and read the articles and ads in trade
publications to stay informed. As with consumer magazines, advertising in trade publications has some
“carry-over” effect – an ad in a trade publication affects sales in the period in which the ad is placed as well
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as having an effect on the subsequent period. You must decide how many half-page ads (0 to 99) you will
place for each product in each region.
Advertising Message. You must choose from among five different advertising messages. You can choose
to vary the message from product to product and from region to region. However, for a given product, you
must use the same message for both consumer magazines and trade publications within a region. The
advertising messages are:
Price – emphasizes the low price of your product.
Features – stresses the greater number of features of your product.
Quality – extols the superior quality of your product.
Service – points out the service advantage that your company provides. This message is most
effective when a large sales force supports it.
Benefits – describes the benefits the consumer (or retailer) can expect to derive from using (or
distributing) your product. Rather focusing on price, features, quality, or service the “benefits”
message explains (or demonstrates) the value of using (or selling) the product.
Not all messages are equal in effectiveness. Price may be an excellent message choice if the product is
essentially a commodity with no important differences among competitive offerings or if consumers are
motivated primarily by price. On the other hand, if the consumers in your target market are not price
sensitive, price may be a poor message choice. Give careful consideration to the nature of your product and
the characteristics of the people in your target market before selecting a message. Select the advertising
message that you want by clicking on your choice.
The effectiveness of your advertising message is strongly influenced by how accurately it matches reality.
For example, if you are advertising features but your product has fewer features than the products of most
of your competitors, your message will be ineffective. Your advertising will be most effective if you select
a message that emphasizes an area in which you have a competitive advantage.
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) Spending. Enter the amount of money you intend to spend to improve
the visibility of your product when people do web searches for the type of product you are selling (See
Exhibit 5.3). The absolute amount of your spending, combined with your level of spending relative to your
competitors, affects the sale of your product. For example, if someone does a Google search for the type of
product you are selling, and your company has outspent your competitors on search engine optimization
(SEO), the link to your company's product will appear earlier in the Google listings.
The money spent on search engine optimization (SEO) affects Google rankings in all regions, but may have
a different impact in each region. Any online sales generated from the web are electronically forwarded to
your affiliate retailers for delivery to the customer.
Social Media Activity Spending. Enter the amount of money you wish to spend to develop a digital
strategy that will increase your visibility on free social media when people search for your type of product.
This money is separate from the money spent on Facebook, Google, or YouTube ads and includes activities
such as hosting blogs, postings on LinkedIn, and replying to questions related to your products that are
posted on Google.
The amount you spend impacts the number of Facebook “Friends” and “Likes” by viewers. It also increases
your products’ followers on Twitter. The sale of your products in all regions is affected by the absolute
amount you spend, combined with your spending relative to that of your competitors.
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YouTube Ad Spending. Enter the amount you wish to spend to develop and place a monthly YouTube
ad that describes your products’ characteristics, pricing, features, and quality.
Your spending affects the quality of the ad (i.e., its content and professional look), and consequently its
effectiveness at generating consumer interest in your products. The more you spend the better your ad
reflects your products’ attractiveness and the greater the frequency that your ad appears when people search
for products like yours.
Facebook Ad Spending. This involves placing an ad in Facebook that describes your products’
characteristics, pricing, features, and quality.
Enter the amount you choose to spend on developing a monthly Facebook ad. How much you spend impacts
the quality of the ad (i.e., its content and professional look), and consequently its effectiveness in generating
interest in your products. Spending more allows you to hire a professional to edit the ad’s presentation of
your products and to increase its appeal to your target market.
Google Ad Spending. Enter the amount you wish to spend on a Pay Per Clicks budget for the quarter. The
Google Ads platform runs on pay-per-click (PPC) advertising (i.e., you pay Google every time a visitor
clicks your ad). The more you spend the longer your keywords and your ad will appear on Google searches
for the type of products you are selling. Once your budgeted spending is exhausted, your keywords are no
longer displayed following Google searches.
Spending on Google Ads drives consumer traffic to your products by funneling potential customers to
Google web pages and Google partner websites that are linked to a brief ad for your products.
Heavy spending allows you to hire an expert to set up your Google ads campaign. The expert ensures
defining keywords that are that demographic targeting, keywords (bids, matching, landing pages, Quality
Score*) and, most importantly, that the ad has been through a Quality Control Inspection to meet the
Adwords Best Practices standards and fits with your business strategy.”
• Information on the Quality Score can be found at https://www.mainstreetroi.com/what-you-needto-know-about-google-quality-score/
Product
You will not be able to develop any new products during the time that you manage the company. If you
wish, you may discontinue selling either or both products in one or more regions. The procedure for
dropping a product will be discussed shortly.
Features. You may choose to add features to either or both of your products by spending money on Features
Development under the Product & Loans tab (See Exhibit 5.4). There are two costs associated with adding
a feature:
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Exhibit 5.4

Feature development cost. As is virtually always the case with product development this is an uncertain
endeavor. You can engage your technical specialists to work with the supplier to develop new features,
but it is unclear how much time and money it will take before you actually succeed in adding a feature
to the product. You do know that the more you spend, the more likely it is that a feature will be added
and that your expenditures are cumulative – that is, if you don’t spend enough to obtain a feature in this
period, your money is not lost. Spending additional dollars the next period may result in an feature being
added to the product. You can elect to spend from $0 to $95,000 per quarter for feature development for
Product 1 and Product 2.
Increased production cost. Every feature added to a product increases the cost of producing a unit of
that product – an increase of $0.10 for each feature for Product 1 and an increase of $0.30 for each
feature for Product 2. Unlike the development cost which is a total, “up-front cost”, the increased
production cost applies to each unit you sell. The Cost of Goods Sold Report displays the per-unit cost
of each added feature for Product 1 and Product 2. When a feature is added to a product, it is added to
that product in all regions. You cannot eliminate a feature once you have added it to the product.
You can see whether you were successful in adding a feature by looking at the second to the last line of the
Marketing Report under the Product tab. The “Number of Features” line displays the total number of
features that have been incorporated into each of your products. When a feature is added you also will see
a change in the Features Costs line (Plus Features) on the Operations Report under the Product Cost tab.
Quality. Another product-related decision that you must make is the quality level that you will establish
for each of your products (See Exhibit 5.3). Quality refers to durability, reliability, and freedom from defects
of your products. There is no upfront investment required to improve quality, but there is a per-unit cost
you can make to improve the quality of a product. The more money you spend on quality, the higher the
quality of your product, and the more attractive the product becomes to customers, although it isn’t clear
how much of a sales increase will result from this spending. An important consideration in the value of
quality to your customers is that consumers judge the quality of your product relative to that of competing
products. Consumer perception of the quality of your product depends, not only on the quality of your
product, but also on the quality compared to your competitors’ products. You can spend anywhere from $0
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to $20 per unit for Product 1 and from $0 to $50 for Product 2 in any quarter. The improvement achieved
by money spent on quality is effective in the current quarter and it applies in all regions. Note that the
quality of your products is based on the quality investment per unit, not on the total amount spent.
Consumers develop a sense of the quality and image of your products from experience over time.
Significant increases in quality will be met with skepticism, as customers will question the ability of your
company to suddenly deliver a dramatically improved product. Consequently, an advertising message of
“Quality” is unlikely to be fully effective until consumers have had time to adjust to the new image of your
product and see a consistency in both that image and the quality of the product.
Place
The channels of distribution for your products are fixed. You sell your products to retailers. In addition, the
owners of your company have decided that you may not sell outside of the three regions during the time
you manage the company.
OTHER DECISIONS ON THE MARKETING DECISIONS PANEL
Withdraw from Region
As part of your Sales Plan, you may choose to discontinue selling either or both of your products in one or
more regions during the course of the simulation. To withdraw a product from a region, check the box
labeled “Withdraw” (see arrow, Exhibit 5.5). If a box is checked, you will sell no units in that region
(regardless of whether you promote the product or have inventory in that region). So, before electing to
withdraw, it would be wise to sell off your inventory in that territory and, once you have withdrawn, you
should discontinue all promotional activity in the region. Note that you can re-enter the region simply by
unchecking the box.
Exhibit 5.5

Process Cost Reduction
You can spend money on process improvements in an attempt to reduce cost of your products from your
subcontractor (see arrow, Exhibit 5.3). You can charge your technical specialists with searching for ways
to lower the per-unit cost of your products. Your specialists, working together with the supplier, may find
ways to reduce the manufacturing cost of the product and/or the physical distribution cost of the product.
To achieve process cost reductions, you must enter the amount you want to spend in the Process
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Improvement slot of the decision panel. As with Product Features, investing in process improvements is an
uncertain venture. You may spend money in one or more periods without achieving any savings. However,
the more you spend, the more likely it is that you will see a process improvement; expenditures are
cumulative. Spending just a few more dollars the next period may result in a cost reduction. Once you
achieve a cost savings, it will remain in effect for the duration of the simulation – even if you do not spend
a single additional dollar on cost reductions. Note that the money you spend for process improvements for
one product does not help the other product; the cost reductions for each product are completely
independent. If you achieve a process improvement, the amount of the cost reduction will appear on your
Operations Report under the Product Cost tab and will go into effect for the next quarter. Note that process
improvements do absolutely nothing to increase the attractiveness of your products to the retailers or to the
ultimate consumers of your products; the improvements simply lower your costs.
Product Ordered from Subcontractor
As stated earlier, your company engages in no manufacturing. A national manufacturer produces everything
you sell. Enter the number of units you wish to purchase from this subcontractor as part of your Sales Plan
(see Exhibit 5.5). There is a one-quarter delay from when you place an order with the manufacturer for
sub-contracted units and when you receive the units and have them available for sale.
The cost of the units you order is shown below the Product Ordered line of the Marketing Decisions panel
under the Sales Plan tab. This cost will show next quarter in the Operations Report under the Product Cost
tab. This is because of the one-quarter delay in receiving the units ordered. Note that this cost does not
reflect the costs related to quality, features, and process savings that will be related to your products next
quarter.
You must estimate how much of each product you will sell in each region and order an appropriate amount
from your supplier. If you fail to order enough in any region, you will, of course, lose sales. On the other
hand, if you order too much, you will have excess inventory at the end the quarter and will be forced to pay
a carrying cost. To minimize lost sales, most companies choose to order a few more units than they think
will actually be sold – this excess is referred to as “safety stock”. The determination of the number of units
to order from your supplier constitutes a critical set of decisions. Take great care to avoid calculation or
data-entry errors.
Sales Forecast Estimates
The Maven simulation allows you to forecast the demand for each of your products in the upcoming quarter
of operation. On the Marketing Report under the Sales Plan tab, enter your best estimate of your expected
sales based on (a) your marketing efforts, (b) your expectations of your competitor's marketing efforts, and
(c) the market demand (see Exhibit 5.5).
There is no guarantee that you will sell what you forecast. Once you enter your forecast estimates, the
Maven program uses these numbers to generate reports showing what would happen if you actually sell the
amounts you forecasted. These reports allow you to see the effect of your decisions on your operating costs
and net income, whether you need to request a short-term loan, and what your overall financial picture
would be for the quarter. You can also see what your ending inventories would be. As a minimum, you
should examine both worst-case and expected sales forecast estimates. Unrealistically optimistic or
pessimistic sales forecasts will yield misleading forecasted reports.
Forecast Reports vs. Actual Reports. Remember that the reports you see when you enter a forecast
estimate are projected reports and are labeled as forecasts both on the report screens and on any printouts
you generate. All of these projected reports are based on the sales forecast estimates you enter. These reports
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are only as good as your estimates of the demand for your products. There is no guarantee that you will
actually sell what you estimate. You will not be warned if you enter wildly unrealistic forecast estimates;
even impossible forecast estimates will generate reports showing the projected results. Actual sales demand
is determined by the Maven program after your decisions for that quarter have been processed and you have
moved on to the next quarter. At that time, the reports are labeled as “actual” reports to distinguish them
from the forecasted reports. If you have misjudged your competitors’ actions or the general market demand
for your products, your forecasted sales will differ from your actual sales. This means your ability to plan
your actions and predict your results is highly dependent upon your ability to forecast accurately.
Remember two things about your sales forecast estimates. First, the sales forecast estimates you enter have
no effect on your actual sales in a quarter. The Maven program does not consider your sales forecast
estimates when determining actual sales of a product. The program only considers the features, quality,
price, promotion, and total market demand for a product when allocating sales. Second, Maven will not
warn you when your sales forecasts are unrealistic. It is your responsibility to understand your marketplace,
using both quantitative methods and intuitive skills to make a reasoned prediction of what your products’
sales volumes will be.
Note that not only are your estimates of the demand for your products vitally important for your planning,
but part of your performance in the simulation is tied directly to the accuracy of your sales forecast
estimates. Therefore, it is in your best interests to work hard to develop an understanding of your industry
and of how your decisions affect the demand for your products.
Short-Term Loan
Situations may arise when you expect your spending to exceed the amount of cash you have on hand. In
fact, the expenditures of new companies typically exceed their cash resources. Most relatively young
companies require loans. If you believe your company’s expenditures will exceed its cash reserves, you
should request a short-term loan. Look at the Cash Flow Statement to determine what your anticipated cash
needs are for the quarter. Then enter your decision for the amount you wish to borrow under the Product &
Loans tab (see Exhibit 5.3). The interest rate that you will be charged is shown just under the Request line.
If you take out a loan, the entire of amount of the loan will be repaid automatically at the end of the quarter
following that in which it is borrowed. If you fail to anticipate your cash needs correctly and either don’t
borrow at all or don’t borrow enough, you automatically will be granted an emergency loan, but you will
be charged double the interest rate. If your loan falls even one dollar short of your actual cash needs, you
will be charged double the going interest rate on the full amount of your loan (not just on the difference
between the amount you requested and the amount actually needed). So, plan carefully.
No company has unlimited resources. To constrain your spending, $3,000,000 is the maximum amount that
you can borrow in a quarter without incurring an interest penalty. If your decisions result in a situation
where your cash payments exceed your anticipated cash receipts by over $3 million (so that the program
grants you an emergency loan greater than $3 million), you will pay interest charges that are double the
current interest rate. It is worth repeating that if your expenditures exceed your anticipated receipts, you
should request a short-term loan. If you fail to request a loan, the program will lend you the money needed
to make up the difference, but you will pay double the normal interest rate.
It is important to recognize that you can incur a loan even if you enter “0” on your decision form. If your
expenditures exceed your cash on hand, you will automatically be granted a loan (at a high interest rate)
despite the fact that you did not intend to take out a loan.
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AVERAGE EXPECTED DEMAND ESTIMATES AND MARKETING RESEARCH DECISIONS
You will also have the opportunity to make marketing research decisions each quarter. You will enter these
decisions on the Research Decisions screen (see Exhibit 5.6). Below the exhibit, we discuss each of these
decisions. An example of the Marketing Research Report is shown in Appendix B.
Exhibit 5.6

To purchase average expected demand estimates for up to two future periods, enter the quarter(s) for which
you wish the information. In Exhibit 5.3 you can see that average expected demand estimates are ordered
for 2 quarters (quarters 2 and 3) for Product 1 and for one future quarter (quarter 2) for Product 2. The
estimates that you will receive represent the average demand per company in a region.
The remainder of the items on the Research Decisions panel concern information on your competitors. You
can purchase information for all companies in your industry by checking “All Teams” or for only the
specific companies that you desire. As you see in Exhibit 5.3, research information is being ordered for all
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teams for the number of units of Product 1 sold, for the quality of Product 1, and for the ad messages for
Product 2. Note that the cost of each of the items is given on the Research Decisions panel.
Future Average Expected Demand
The owners of your company purchased average expected demand estimates for Quarter 1 in Quarter 0.
Quarter 1 estimates for Product 1 are 31,800; 14,600; and 39,600 units for Regions 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
Estimates for Quarter 1, Product 2 are 7500; 3700; and 5800 units for Regions 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
These numbers do not represent the guaranteed sales volume for your company in Quarter 1. They
represent the average demand per company for the industry. Depending on your marketing effort
relative to that of your competitors, you will sell above or below these levels. The numbers indicate
approximately how much each company would sell if the total market potential were divided equally among
all companies in your industry. You can determine the total market demand for a product in a region by
multiplying the number given in the research report by the number of companies in your industry. For
example, if the number of companies is 10, then the estimate of total demand for Product 1 in Quarter 1,
Region 1 will be 318,000 units (i.e., 31,800 units  10 companies). If one of your goals is to achieve a 15%
share of the market for Product 1 in Region 1, your sales goal for Product 1, Quarter 1, Region 1 would be
47,700 units (318,000  .15 = 47,700). This goal is greater than the average demand of 31,800 shown in the
report, so to sell this amount requires a marketing effort greater than that of at least some of your
competitors. Put simply, the more you want to sell above the average demand for a product, the greater
effort you will have to put into marketing your product relative to your competition. Remember, at some
point the cost of this marketing effort will outweigh the benefits that come from the increased sales volume.
Quarter 1 represents the first three quarters of the calendar year (January - March. Each of the subsequent
quarters coincide with the remaining months of the year (e.g., Quarter 2 is April – June). Quarter 5 begins
the yearly cycle again, in the subsequent year.
SOME DECISION GUIDELINES
Some of the most common problems participants face in Maven is that they simply don’t pay attention to
what they are doing, or examine closely what is going on in their industry. For example, they may forget to
take out a short-term loan or they may purchase marketing research information but then not examine it.
Here are some reminders as you compete in Maven.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Do your decisions reflect your strategy? Are they consistent with each other? (Do your sales forecasts
reflect the number of units you order? Are you forecasting lost sales?)
Have you analyzed your competitors’ performances and strategies?
Do you have confidence in your sales forecasts? Do your forecasts reflect (a) your present sales level,
(b) expected changes in sales due to anticipated actions by your competitors and trends in industry
demand, (c) changes in your marketing mix for the quarter, and (d) your historical forecasting
accuracy? Remember: Wishing for high sales does not make them happen.
Before submitting your decision for a quarter, did you examine your forecasted income statement?
Does it show you making the profits you have planned? If not, why submit the decision? What do you
have to do to achieve your desired profit level? Remember: The accuracy of your forecasted income
statement depends on the accuracy of the sales forecasts you submit!
Do you have the information you need to make intelligent decisions? What reports hold this
information?
Are you actually doing what you intend to do? (Do you really have the lowest price in the industry or
are your decisions based on ill-founded assumptions?)
What marketing tools seem to be most effective in your industry? Have you carefully considered how
much you’re spending on each of your promotion tools? (Is your spending insufficient and/or
ineffective? Are you on past the point of diminishing returns and throwing money away?)
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8.

Did you order units for the quarter after this one? Remember, the units you order on your Q3 decision
form are not received until Q4. Thus, in Q3 you must forecast ahead and anticipate how much you
plan to sell in Q4. Stocking out may be more expensive than the cost of carrying inventory into next
period.
9. Did you check your cash flow statement and request a large enough loan so that you don’t have to pay
high emergency loan interest rates?
10. Did you check to be certain you aren’t submitting some of last quarter’s decisions unintentionally?
In Chapter 6, we will discuss the reports generated by the decisions you make that you will use to manage
your business.
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CHAPTER 6 – MAVEN REPORTS
After you process each set of decisions, you will receive a number of reports that will show, in detail, the
results of those decisions. You can view these reports and those of previous quarters using the Quarter menu
option (See the yellow arrow on the in Exhibit 6.1, below). When you open the Maven program, it
automatically loads the next quarter’s forecasted decision screens and associated reports. The decisions
showing are those from the quarter just processed. From here, you can enter new decisions as you adjust to
the results of the prior quarter.
You will also be able to view forecast reports that show the results of your decisions IF you actually sell
the number of units that you forecast for the next quarter. (See discussion of forecast reports in Chapter 2.)
If you want to access the quarter that was just processed, you must use the Quarter option to move back to
the reports you wish to view.
Exhibit 6.1

You can access all the Maven reports either by selecting on the desired report on the Maven Dashboard,
panel or by selecting Menu icon.
We will provide a description of each Maven report that you can access, using hypothetical data for Quarter
1 as an example. The reports are listed below.
•

•

Marketing reports
•
S & A (Selling and Administrative) Report
•
Marketing Research Report
Warehouse Operations reports
•
Inventory Report
•
Product Cost Report
•
Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) Report
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•

•
•

Financial reports
•
Balance Sheet
•
Cash Flow Statement
•
Income Statement
Industry Performance Report
Company Summary Report

MARKETING REPORTS
S & A (Selling and Administration) Report
The Selling and Administration report shows the cost of promoting and selling your products to prospective
customers (See Exhibit 6.2). This includes the costs associated with your sales force plus the various forms
of promotion available to your company. The report also shows the costs of expenditures on features
development, product improvements, and marketing research, plus any fines or refunds assigned to your
company by your program administrator and the fixed administrative overhead cost for operating your
business.
Note that this report also provides information on the loss of any sales reps (black arrow) as well as
information on the number of features of each of your products, Facebook Friends, Twitter Followers, and
Google Search location.
Exhibit 6.2
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Exhibit 6.2 (con’t)

Marketing Research Report
The Marketing Research Report displays the competitive information you purchased in your Research
Decisions panel. Exhibit 6.3 shows and example of this report. You will receive all research reports you
purchase after the quarter for which they were purchased has been processed. Select the quarter you wish
to view using the drop-down menu option (see black arrow in Exhibit 6.3).
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Exhibit 6.3

Note that you can export this report to an Excel spreadsheet my clicking on “Excel Export” (see yellow
arrow in Exhibit 6.3). The export function generates graphs as well as the raw numbers (see Exhibit 6.4),
so, if you’ve purchased the research information, you can track your competitors’ activities over time. Note
that nothing is plotted unless the research has been purchased. If you choose the Research Summary tab on
the bottom of the Excel spreadsheet, you see all of one quarter’s marketing research data for one productregion combination. As you see in the upper left-hand corner of the spreadsheet (see arrow), you can select
whichever product-region combination for either of your two products.
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Exhibit 6.4

If you choose one of the other tabs at the bottom of the spreadsheet, you will see graphs and data for all
quarters for that variable. For example, Exhibit 6.5 displays information for the Unit Price tab. You see the
unit prices for both products, for all periods. You also receive a set of six graphs, two of which are shown
in the exhibit.
Exhibit 6.5

Warehouse Operations Report
The Warehouse Operations Report (Exhibit 6.6) shows the number of units for each product carried forward
from last quarter and the units you received from a subcontractor based on an order you placed last quarter.
This report also shows the units available for sale for each product, the units you sold of each product and
any ending inventories or stock outs you incurred. Take note: When you are in a forecast quarter (i.e., the
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current quarter of operations), the Units Sold line is the number of units you entered as your forecast. There
is no guarantee that you will sell what you forecast. You will see your actual units sold only after the quarter
has been processed.
Finally, the report shows what your inventory position will be next quarter (once again, if you are in a
forecast quarter, these figures assume a perfectly accurate sales forecast) and your inventory carrying costs.
Exhibit 6.6

Product Cost Report
This report shows the costs by product on a per unit basis for the various components of your product costs,
such as process savings, quality, and features (Exhibit 6.7). The bottom of the report shows the total cost
of product.
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Exhibit 6.7

Cost of Goods Sold Report
The Cost of Goods Sold Report (Exhibit 6.8) provides key information on how much it costs you for a unit
of your product provided by your subcontractor. This includes all production costs, which includes any
charges for quality, features added to the product, or process savings you may have achieved. It does not
include the cost of marketing the product or financing the business.
This report also shows the per unit cost of each item you sold after averaging this quarter’s production costs
with the cost of items in inventory from prior quarter operations. This is done as a simple average cost of
items in finished goods inventory, not on a FIFO or LIFO basis.
Exhibit 6.8
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FINANCE REPORTS
The Maven financial reports shown below will help you determine the financial status and health of your
company. They let you know whether your marketing and operations decisions yielded a profit, required
borrowing to meet your cash flow needs, and resulted in a more liquid company. Below we discuss the
three Maven financial reports; Balance Sheet, Cash Flow, and Income Statement.
Balance Sheet
The next report is the Balance Sheet (Exhibit 6.9). It shows the financial status of your company at the end
of the quarter. The Balance Sheet is a snapshot summary indicating the Assets and Liabilities of the
company at the end of that accounting period.
Exhibit 6.9

The Balance Sheet also shows the net value (i.e., net worth) of your company. This is the liquidated value
of the business if it “closed-up shop” and sold everything of value to pay for everything the business owed.
Whether the stockholders would actually collect this amount of money would depend on whether they could
sell their assets for “book value” (i.e., the value of the assets shown on the Balance Sheet). The owners
might end up selling the company’s assets for more or less than their stated book value. Note that when
viewing actual results, the minimum cash position of a company is “$0”. However, in a forecast quarter,
the cash position can be negative. The reason why the minimum actual cash is “$0” is that the Maven
program automatically will grant an emergency loan (at high interest) whenever a company has insufficient
cash to finance its operations.
Cash Flow Statement
The Cash Flow Statement provides information on the cash your company received and paid out this
quarter. Exhibit 6.10 shows the anticipated impact of decisions made in Quarter 9 on your company's cash
flow for that quarter. The Cash Flow Statement differs from the Income Statement (discussed next), which
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shows the dollar value of products you sold and the profits you earned during the quarter. The Cash Flow
Statement shows the actual cash you received (or will receive assuming that your sales forecasts are
perfectly accurate if you are in a forecast quarter as shown here). This includes money you collected from
Accounts Receivable. The Accounts Receivable on the Cash Flow Statement shows the amount of cash that
was received from the accounts owing the company money for sales made in the prior quarter.
Exhibit 6.10

Below are some additional facts related to the Cash Flow Statement.
Cash Receipts
▪ 40% of sales revenues are received as cash in the quarter the sale is made.
▪ The remaining 60% becomes Accounts Receivable and is collected as cash in the next quarter.
There is no bad debt.
▪ Short-term loan requests are received in the quarter requested.
▪ The maximum amount you can request is displayed as your line of credit on the Marketing
Decisions panel. In Quarter 1, your line of credit is $3,000,000.
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Cash Disbursements
▪ Income taxes are paid in the quarter after you incur the tax obligation. For example, if you earn a
profit in Quarter 1, you will have to pay taxes on that profit in Quarter 2. So, the amount shown as
“Provision for Income Taxes” on the Income Statement is not paid in cash until the following
quarter.
▪ A Short-term loan is paid in full in the quarter after it was received.
▪ Warehouse operations are paid in the quarter in which they are incurred.
▪ S & A payments are paid in the quarter in which they are incurred.
▪ An Emergency Loan appears if your cash payments are greater than your cash receipts, plus any
short-term loan request you entered. If this occurs, your short-term loan request is denied and your
company is given an emergency loan to bring your cash balance up to zero. The interest rate on this
emergency loan is double the standard interest rate.
Income Statement
The purpose of the Income Statement for any quarter is to show the amount of profit or loss that occurred
as a result of your company's operations that quarter. Exhibit 6.11 shows the forecasted Income Statement
for our example of Quarter 5 operations. On the Income Statement, the first line shows the sales revenue
for this quarter for the sales of your two products. The various costs of running the business that quarter are
then subtracted from the total sales revenues. The COGS is the first item subtracted, yielding your gross
profit for the business. After that, S&A expenses, warehouse costs and interest charges are subtracted to
yield your net income (or loss) before you pay any taxes.
Exhibit 6.11
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The tax rate for your business is 50%. No taxes are paid when a loss occurs in a quarter, except for the
fourth quarter when the program makes end-of-year adjustments in taxes paid in order to make the
cumulative effective rate 50% on earnings for the year. Keep in mind that when you are in a forecast quarter
(as shown here), the income statement reflects what your profit/loss will be if your sales forecasts are
accurate.
INDUSTRY REPORTS
Besides the reports that are specific to your company, there are also reports available to all companies
operating in your industry. These are the Bulletin, the Game Performance Report, and Game Summary
Report. You access these three reports under the Industry menu. We will discuss each of these next.
Industry Performance Report
In addition to reports on the performance of your individual company, you also receive a performance report
that provides you with information for all companies in your Maven industry on four factors: sales, net
income, and return on sales (ROS), and sales forecasting efficiency (see description, below). You receive
this information for both the current quarter and a summary of the game-to-date. In those cases where you
see “TTT” instead of numbers, it means that the company was terminated from the industry and is no longer
part of the simulation exercise.
Exhibit 6.12 shows an example of Industry Performance Report. Note that you can change the quarter
number for the report you want to view from this screen (see black arrow in Exhibit 6.12). We will use this
example to explain how the Maven Team Administrator program calculates the points assigned to each
team in the Pts Award columns. For each of the factors, the report shows each company’s performance,
plus a ranking and evaluation of that performance. Figures in the columns indicate each company’s
performance for that quarter. For example, Company 4 had sales revenues for the quarter of $2,579,035
(see the red arrow on the left in Exhibit 6.12).
Note that the Industry Performance Report can be exported to an Excel spreadsheet by clicking on “View
in Excel.”
Calculation of Points Awarded
The Points Awarded (Pts Award) column shows the number of points awarded based on each company’s
performance on that factor. The points awarded to each company for their performance on a specific factor
are calculated based on (a) that company’s performance relative to the company that achieved the best
performance on that factor multiplied by (b) the maximum possible points that could be achieved for that
factor. For example, Exhibit 6.12 shows that Company 4 was awarded 13 points for the Sales factor. This
number was calculated by dividing Company 4’s sales for the quarter by the company with the best
quarterly income (Company 1) and then multiplying this result by the maximum possible points assigned
for this factor (20). Your program administrator sets the maximum possible points when the industry is
created. In this example, Company 4’s sales revenues for the quarter were 67.7% (2,579,035/3,807,757) of
Company 1’s sales, so Company 4 received 67.7% of the 20 possible points that could be attained for this
factor. Thus, Company 4 achieved a Pts Award of 13 (67.7% * 20).
Note that if you wish to view the Performance Report for a single company, click on the Filter View option
(pink arrow) and select the company of your choice.
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Exhibit 6.12
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Negative Numbers for Net Income, or ROS. If the net income or ROS for a company is a negative, the
Points Awarded number assigned will be a negative. The number of negative points assigned is based on
the company’s performance relative to the best company for that factor. For example, if Company 4 in
Exhibit 6.11 had a negative net income of –$132,522, instead of the positive number shown, it would have
been assigned a negative -39 points for the Net Income factor.
The maximum negative Points Awarded that can be assigned is equal to the maximum positive Points
Awarded number for that factor. For example, in Exhibit 6.11, the maximum points that can be earned for
Net Income is 45, so the maximum negative points that can be assigned for this factor is -45.
Sales Forecast Efficiency Factor. The calculation of points awarded for Sales Forecast Efficiency uses an
algorithm that assesses forecast accuracy (i.e., the absolute difference between forecast sales versus actual
demand) with a weighted adjustment made for lost sales (i.e., stock outs). Results can range from zero to
100, which would represent a perfectly accurate forecast (i.e., forecast = units sold, with no lost sales). Sales
lost as a result of insufficient inventory is expensive for companies. Consequently, sales forecast
inaccuracies that result in stock outs are penalized in the algorithm’s calculation.
Overall Points Calculation. The Overall Points number displayed in this report is the sum of the points
awarded to a company for all the performance factors (i.e., Sales, Net Income, Return on Sales, and Sales
Forecast Efficiency). The Overall summary also shows the rank of each company based on the Overall
Points awarded. Note that in some cases two companies might receive the same number of points for a
factor. This results from rounding to a two-digit number for display on the report. Rounding can also result
in two companies showing the same number of total points, but different ranking numbers. The ranking is
based on the un-rounded number resulting from the calculations for each factor.
Performance-to-Date Calculation. As with the Quarter Performance Report, the Performance-to-Date
summary shows the total points awarded to a company based on the number of points it received on each
of the performance factors. These calculations are based on all quarters of operation. For the sales and net
income the Performance-to-Date Report is an accumulation of the combined total of all quarters of
operation. For the return on sales (ROS) factor this report shows the average for all quarters of operation,
rather than the total of the quarters. This allows a better comparison of game-to-date performance with
current-quarter performance. The Industry Ranking summary shows the rank of each company based on
the total points it has been awarded.
The program administrator determines the maximum possible points for each of the factors. The points
allocated to a company for each individual factor can range from -99 to 99, but the total of all maximum
points must equal exactly 100. This means that points must be allocated to at least two factors. Usually at
least a few points are allocated to each of the four factors.
Company Summary Report
The Company Summary Report permits you to generate a quarter-by-quarter display of the results for your
company. Exhibit 6.13 provides an example of this report. This report allows you to see easily your
performance over time. If you click on the “Excel Export” icon (see arrow in Exhibit 6.13), you can use
this worksheet to develop charts and graphs to help you manage your company.
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A FINAL COMMENT
You should now have a basic understanding of each of the Maven reports that you will work with throughout
the simulation exercise. The more you work with them, the greater your confidence should become in using
them to manage your company. While these reports are simplistic compared to those of large, complex
organizations, the principles for using the reports to gain insight into how to manage any company are
similar. Learning how to analyze where your costs are coming from, and how to control these costs, is a
key to working within any company. We hope and believe the challenges you face in this simulation
experience will aid you in that process.
Good luck.
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QUARTER 0 DECISIONS

Note: You can generate these reports by selecting “Quarter 0” from the dropdown menu of Quarter tab.
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APPENDIX C
AN EXAMPLE OF AN INDUSTRY’S PERFORMANCE REPORTS
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APPENDIX D
AVERAGE EXPECTED DEMAND ESTIMATES FOR QUARTER 1
Because you cannot purchase average expected demand estimates for Quarter 1, we supply them here.
Unless your simulation administrator informs you otherwise, the average expected demand estimates for Quarter 1
are:

Product 1
Product 2

Territory 1
31800
7500

Territory 2
14600
3700

Territory 3
39600
5800

These average expected demand estimates for Quarter 1 represent the average number of units that will be
sold by a single company in your industry. Thus, the 31,800 figure is an estimate of the number of units of
Product 1 that an average firm will sell in Territory 1 in the first Quarter.
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APPENDIX E
TIMING OF EFFECTS
Decisions that take effect in current quarter
Decision
• Price
• Sales promotion
• Consumer magazine ads ordered
• Trade publication ads ordered
• Ad message chosen
• Commission
• Sales reps available
• Sales rep transferred
• Product quality
• Search engine optimization (if favorable position is achieved)
• Social media (if followers are gained)
• Google Ads
• YouTube Ads
• Facebook Ads
• Features – product cost is increased if feature is added
• Process improvements (if improvement is realized)
• Short term loan

Decisions that affect following quarter
Decision
• Units ordered last quarter, received this quarter
• Marketing research ordered previous quarter, received this quarter
• Short term and emergency loans received previous quarter, paid this quarter
• Sales reps hired last quarter, effective this quarter
• Sales rep fired
• Consumer magazine ads ordered last quarter have some carryover effect this quarter
• Trade publication ads ordered last quarter have some carryover effect this quarter
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APPENDIX F
DECISION LIMITS:
The Price Limits Differ for the Two Products
Maximum prices: Product 1 = $150; Product 2 = $150
** For Quarters 1 through 3, the maximum price for Product 1 is $40
All of the Following Limits are the Same for Product 1 and for Product 2
Quality:
$99/ unit
Sales Promotion
$100,000
Maximum number of Ads (per territory):
Consumer Magazine Ads
99
Trade Magazine Ads
99
Maximum number of Sales Rep hires and fires (per territory) 20
Maximum Commission:
20%
Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
$50,000
Social Media Activity
$50,000
Sales Forecast (per territory)
100,000 units
Product Ordered (per territory)
90,000 units
Product Features Development
$95,000
Process Improvement
$75,000
Short-Term Loan
$3,000,000
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APPENDIX G
MAVEN FLOW CHART
Decisions Under Your Control

Sales
Forecasts

Your Marketing Mix
- Price
- Product:
Quality
Features
- Promotion:
Sales promotion
Sales reps
Consumer magazines Search engine opt.
Trade publications
Social media
(Ad message)

Decisions Outside Your Control

Market Share
Calculation

Other Teams'
Marketing Mix
Decisions

Industry
Demand

Marketing Research
Decisions
Operations Decisions
- Subcontracting
- Warehousing
- Process Improvements
- Features Development
Financial Decisions
- Short-Term Loans

Potential Sales

Product Available

Actual Sales

Costs
Forecast Reports
- Operations Reports
- Marketing Reports
- Financial Reports

Profits

Actual Reports
- Operations Reports
- Marketing Reports
- Financial Reports
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APPENDIX H
A STEP-BY-STEP WALK-THROUGH
The purpose of this “walk-through” exercise is to familiarize you with navigating and working with Maven.
Completing this exercise will help you understand and feel comfortable working with the program.
1. Log in to Maven and select the “Solo Play Practice
Simulation.”
2. Open the Marketing Decisions Panel (Marketing
 Marketing Decisions).
3. Enter some decisions for Product 2.
♦ Raise price of Product 2 in Region 1 by $1.50.
♦ Buy 15 Trade publication ads for Product 2 in
Region 1.
♦ Lower sales forecast for Product 2 in Region 1
by 1,000 units.
4. Open the Marketing Research Decision Panel
(Marketing  Marketing Decisions).
♦ Buy Price and Units Sold information for
Product 2 for companies 5 and 7.
♦ Buy Average Expected Demand Estimates for
Product 2 for Quarters 2 and 3.
5. Look at your Pro Forma (Forecast) reports.
♦ Look at your Income Statement and your Cash
Flow Statement (Finance  Income Statement
and then Finance  Cash Flow)
♦ Jot down on a piece of paper what your projected
net income is.
6. Return to the Marketing Decision Panel.
7. Vary your decisions.
♦ Lower the Trade publication ads for Product 2 in
Region 1 by 5.
♦ Lower the sales forecast for Product 2 in Region
1 by another 600 units to reflect the decrease in
promotional effort.
8. Look at the Income Statement again.
♦ Compare your projected net income figure
against that you noted in step 5 (above).
♦ Jot down on a piece of paper what your
projected income is for the set of decisions that
you will submit in step 9.
9. Process the Decisions.
♦ Select Industry  Save Your Decisions  Save.
♦ Select Industry  Process Quarter  Process.
♦ Notice how the information on the topmost line
of the Industry Dashboard has changed from Q1
Forecast to Q2 Forecast.

10. Look at the Actual reports.
♦ Select the Quarter tab on the Menu bar.
♦ Choose “Quarter 1”. Notice that the topmost line
on the screen now reads Q1 Actual (rather than
Q1 Forecast).
♦ Select Finance  Income Statement.
♦ See how your actual income compares to your
projected income in Step 8.
♦ See how your income compares to that of the
other firms in your industry. (Industry 
Industry Performance Report)
♦ Look at the marketing research that you ordered
on companies 5 and 7 and for the Average
Expected Demand estimates. (Marketing 
Marketing Research Report)
♦ Look at your Cash Flow Statement to see if you
had a large sufficient cash to cover your cash
needs. (If you did not have enough cash, you will
see an amount printed for after “Emergency
Loan”.)
♦ Check the accuracy of your Sales Forecast for
Product 2, Region 1. Compare the Sales Forecast
and the Actual Demand figures on the Marketing
Decisions panel.
♦ Look at the Warehouse Operations Panel to see
that the Units Sold for Product 2, Region 1
match the Actual Demand figure shown on the
Marketing Decisions Panel.
11. Restart Maven.
♦ Select Industry  Restart Industry  Yes.
♦ Choose the Restart Game option.
♦ Notice how information on the topmost line of
the Industry Dashboard has changed back to Q1
Forecast.
12. Look at the resources available to you.
♦ Click on Tips or choose Tips on the Tools
display of the Dashboard.
♦ Click on Video Tutorials
on the Tools display of the Dashboard.
13. Open the Maven Participant Manual.
♦ Select Industry  Industry Central
♦ Select Help  Participant Manual
14. Exit Maven Solo.
♦ Select Logoff at the top of the screen.

